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IntroductionIntroduction Course StructureCourse Structure

The contents of this course are as follows.The contents of this course are as follows.
We recommend that you start from Chapter 1.We recommend that you start from Chapter 1.

Chapter 1 MELSERVO-J5 SeriesChapter 1 MELSERVO-J5 Series

This chapter describes the features, basic configuration, and product lineup of the MELSERVO-J5 series.This chapter describes the features, basic configuration, and product lineup of the MELSERVO-J5 series.

Chapter 2 Installation and WiringChapter 2 Installation and Wiring

This chapter describes the installation and wiring methods of the servo amplifier and servo motor.This chapter describes the installation and wiring methods of the servo amplifier and servo motor.

Chapter 3 Parameter SettingChapter 3 Parameter Setting

This chapter describes how to set parameters using MR Configurator2.This chapter describes how to set parameters using MR Configurator2.

Chapter 4 Test OperationChapter 4 Test Operation

This chapter describes how to perform the test operation using MR Configurator2.This chapter describes how to perform the test operation using MR Configurator2.

Chapter 5 Absolute Position Detection SystemChapter 5 Absolute Position Detection System

This chapter describes the overview of the absolute position detection system and how to start up the system.This chapter describes the overview of the absolute position detection system and how to start up the system.

Chapter 6 When Using Linear Servo Motor and Direct Drive MotorChapter 6 When Using Linear Servo Motor and Direct Drive Motor

This chapter describes precautions on using the linear servo motor and direct drive motor.This chapter describes precautions on using the linear servo motor and direct drive motor.

Chapter 7 Gain AdjustmentChapter 7 Gain Adjustment

This chapter describes how to adjust the gain.This chapter describes how to adjust the gain.

Final TestFinal Test

6 sections in total (12 questions) Passing grade: 60% or higher6 sections in total (12 questions) Passing grade: 60% or higher



IntroductionIntroduction How to Use This e-Learning ToolHow to Use This e-Learning Tool

Go to the next pageGo to the next page Go to the next page.Go to the next page.

Back to the previous pageBack to the previous page Back to the previous page.Back to the previous page.

Move to the desired pageMove to the desired page "Table of Contents" will be displayed, enabling you to navigate to the desired page."Table of Contents" will be displayed, enabling you to navigate to the desired page.

Exit the learningExit the learning Exit the learning. Window such as "Contents" screen and the learning will be closed.Exit the learning. Window such as "Contents" screen and the learning will be closed.



IntroductionIntroduction Precautions for UsePrecautions for Use

■Safety precautions■Safety precautions

When you learn based on using actual products, please carefully read the safety precautions in the corresponding manualsWhen you learn based on using actual products, please carefully read the safety precautions in the corresponding manuals
and handle the product properly while taking all precautions for safety.and handle the product properly while taking all precautions for safety.

■Precautions in this course■Precautions in this course

The displayed screens of the software version that you use may differ from those in this course.The displayed screens of the software version that you use may differ from those in this course.
This course is for the following software versions.This course is for the following software versions.
For the latest version of each software, check the Mitsubishi Electric FA Website.For the latest version of each software, check the Mitsubishi Electric FA Website.

   MELSOFT MR Configurator2MELSOFT MR Configurator2 Ver.1.125FVer.1.125F

TheThe  icon indicates the reference manual. icon indicates the reference manual.
Refer to the manuals corresponding to the types of the servo amplifier and servo motor used.Refer to the manuals corresponding to the types of the servo amplifier and servo motor used.
The contents of the manuals described in this course are those of the following versions.The contents of the manuals described in this course are those of the following versions.
If the versions differ, the location of description and contents may be slightly different.If the versions differ, the location of description and contents may be slightly different.
For the latest version of manuals, check the Mitsubishi Electric FA Website.For the latest version of manuals, check the Mitsubishi Electric FA Website.

Manual nameManual name Manual No.Manual No. VersionVersion

MR-J5-A User's Manual (Introduction)MR-J5-A User's Manual (Introduction) SH-030296SH-030296 GG

MR-J5-G/MR-J5W-G User's Manual (Introduction)MR-J5-G/MR-J5W-G User's Manual (Introduction) SH-030294SH-030294 GG

MR-J5 User's Manual (Hardware)MR-J5 User's Manual (Hardware) SH-030298SH-030298 HH

MR-J5 User's Manual (Function)MR-J5 User's Manual (Function) SH-030300SH-030300 GG

MR-J5 User's Manual (Adjustment)MR-J5 User's Manual (Adjustment) SH-030306SH-030306 FF

MR-J5-A User's Manual (Parameters)MR-J5-A User's Manual (Parameters) SH-030310SH-030310 FF

MR-J5-G/MR-J5W-G User's Manual (Parameters)MR-J5-G/MR-J5W-G User's Manual (Parameters) SH-030308SH-030308 GG

MR-J5D User's Manual (Hardware)MR-J5D User's Manual (Hardware) IB-0300548IB-0300548 BB

MR-J5D-G User's Manual (Introduction)MR-J5D-G User's Manual (Introduction) IB-0300538IB-0300538 BB

MR-J5 User's Manual (Troubleshooting)MR-J5 User's Manual (Troubleshooting) SH-030312SH-030312 GG

Rotary Servo Motor User's Manual (For MR-J5)Rotary Servo Motor User's Manual (For MR-J5) SH-030314SH-030314 GG

Linear Servo Motor User's Manual (LM-H3/LM-U2/LM-F/LM-K2)Linear Servo Motor User's Manual (LM-H3/LM-U2/LM-F/LM-K2) SH-030316SH-030316 CC

Direct Drive Motor User's ManualDirect Drive Motor User's Manual SH-030318SH-030318 CC

MR-J5 Partner's Encoder User's ManualMR-J5 Partner's Encoder User's Manual SH-030320SH-030320 FF



Chapter 1Chapter 1 MELSERVO-J5 SeriesMELSERVO-J5 Series

1.11.1 Course OverviewCourse Overview

The MELSERVO-J5 series is the industry's highest level AC servo, further evolved from our original dedicated engine.The MELSERVO-J5 series is the industry's highest level AC servo, further evolved from our original dedicated engine.
In this course, you will learn how to construct a servo system using MELSERVO-J5 and its parameter setting and tuning.In this course, you will learn how to construct a servo system using MELSERVO-J5 and its parameter setting and tuning.

This course explains the contents common to MR-J5-A (hereinafter referred to as Type A) compatible with the general-purposeThis course explains the contents common to MR-J5-A (hereinafter referred to as Type A) compatible with the general-purpose
interface and MR-J5-G/MR-J5W-G/MR-J5D-G (hereinafter referred to as Type G) compatible with CC-Link IE TSN.interface and MR-J5-G/MR-J5W-G/MR-J5D-G (hereinafter referred to as Type G) compatible with CC-Link IE TSN.

For Type G, the case where a CC-Link IE TSN-compatible controller is connected is explained.For Type G, the case where a CC-Link IE TSN-compatible controller is connected is explained.
It is explained in MELSEC iQ-R Series Motion Module Basics Course as well. Take the course as well.It is explained in MELSEC iQ-R Series Motion Module Basics Course as well. Take the course as well.



1.21.2 Servo System ConfigurationServo System Configuration

A servo system consists of a servo system controller, a servo amplifier, and servo motor.A servo system consists of a servo system controller, a servo amplifier, and servo motor.
The servo motor is equipped with an encoder, which feeds back the rotation position to the servo amplifier.The servo motor is equipped with an encoder, which feeds back the rotation position to the servo amplifier.
When a target value (such as position or speed) is input from the controller, the servo system detects the current value (such asWhen a target value (such as position or speed) is input from the controller, the servo system detects the current value (such as
position or speed), compares it with the target value, and always controls the servo motor rotation to reduce the difference.position or speed), compares it with the target value, and always controls the servo motor rotation to reduce the difference.



1.31.3 Types of Servo Amplifier MR-J5Types of Servo Amplifier MR-J5

MR-J5-_GMR-J5-_G
MR-J5W_-_GMR-J5W_-_G
MR-J5D_-_G4MR-J5D_-_G4

MR-J5-_AMR-J5-_A

The servo amplifier MR-J5 series has the following types depending on the command interface (connection method with theThe servo amplifier MR-J5 series has the following types depending on the command interface (connection method with the
controller).controller).

ModelModel Command interfaceCommand interface FeatureFeature

CC-Link IE TSNCC-Link IE TSN It supports CC-Link IE TSN, an Ethernet-based, high-It supports CC-Link IE TSN, an Ethernet-based, high-
speed, and high-capacity communication (1 Gbps).speed, and high-capacity communication (1 Gbps).

Combined with a Motion module and motionCombined with a Motion module and motion
control software, it realizes accurately synchronizedcontrol software, it realizes accurately synchronized
motion among axes and devices with high-speedmotion among axes and devices with high-speed
and high-precision time synchronization.and high-precision time synchronization.

The 2-axis and 3-axis servo amplifiers MR-J5W_ areThe 2-axis and 3-axis servo amplifiers MR-J5W_ are
also available.also available.

The 400 V class converter separate type drive unitThe 400 V class converter separate type drive unit
MR-J5D_ is newly added.MR-J5D_ is newly added.

Pulse train,Pulse train,
Analog voltage,Analog voltage,
etc.etc.

It can be connected with a wide variety ofIt can be connected with a wide variety of
controllers such as a pulse generator andcontrollers such as a pulse generator and
positioning module.positioning module.

It supports the maximum command pulseIt supports the maximum command pulse
frequency of 4 Mpps.frequency of 4 Mpps.

Speed control and torque control are also possibleSpeed control and torque control are also possible
by analog voltage command.by analog voltage command.



1.41.4 Features of Servo Amplifier MR-J5 SeriesFeatures of Servo Amplifier MR-J5 Series

The following describes the items that have been upgraded or newly added from the servo amplifier MR-J4 series.The following describes the items that have been upgraded or newly added from the servo amplifier MR-J4 series.

Improved basic performanceImproved basic performance

High responsiveness･･･Speed frequency response 3.5 kHzHigh responsiveness･･･Speed frequency response 3.5 kHz
High speed communication･･･Minimum communication cycle 31.25 μs (For CC-Link IE TSN)High speed communication･･･Minimum communication cycle 31.25 μs (For CC-Link IE TSN)

1.1.

Plenty of tuning functionsPlenty of tuning functions

●Quick tuning●Quick tuning

This function automatically performs easy-to-use auto tuning that controls vibration and overshoot just by turning on theThis function automatically performs easy-to-use auto tuning that controls vibration and overshoot just by turning on the
servo-on command.servo-on command.
Before normal operation, the servo amplifier sets control gain and machine resonance suppression filters in 0.3 seconds byBefore normal operation, the servo amplifier sets control gain and machine resonance suppression filters in 0.3 seconds by
inputting torque to the servo motor automatically. After completing the setting, the servo amplifier starts operation normally.inputting torque to the servo motor automatically. After completing the setting, the servo amplifier starts operation normally.

●One-touch tuning●One-touch tuning

This function automatically performs adjustment according to the mechanical characteristics and reduces the settling time justThis function automatically performs adjustment according to the mechanical characteristics and reduces the settling time just
by turning on the one-touch tuning.by turning on the one-touch tuning.
It completes the servo gain adjustment including the machine resonance suppression filter, advanced vibration suppressionIt completes the servo gain adjustment including the machine resonance suppression filter, advanced vibration suppression
control II, and robust filter.control II, and robust filter.

2.2.



Overshoot suppression and vibration control are enhanced to further improve your machine performance.Overshoot suppression and vibration control are enhanced to further improve your machine performance.

The difference between the quick tuning and one-touch tuning is explained in 7.1.The difference between the quick tuning and one-touch tuning is explained in 7.1.



1.41.4 Features of Servo Amplifier MR-J5 SeriesFeatures of Servo Amplifier MR-J5 Series

Predictive maintenance, preventive maintenance, corrective maintenancePredictive maintenance, preventive maintenance, corrective maintenance

To continue production at a factory, it is necessary to perform the following:To continue production at a factory, it is necessary to perform the following:
1) 1) Predictive maintenance Predictive maintenance to diagnose signs of problems in all the equipment, devices, and lines,to diagnose signs of problems in all the equipment, devices, and lines,
2) Periodic 2) Periodic preventive maintenancepreventive maintenance, and, and
3) 3) Corrective maintenanceCorrective maintenance for immediate recovery in the event of a failure or stop. for immediate recovery in the event of a failure or stop.

3.3.



1.51.5 Features of Servo Motor HK SeriesFeatures of Servo Motor HK Series

The following describes the items that have been upgraded from the conventional model.The following describes the items that have been upgraded from the conventional model.

1. 1. Extended combination with servo amplifiersExtended combination with servo amplifiers

The maximum torque can be increased by combining the servo motor and a servo amplifier with a larger capacity as well asThe maximum torque can be increased by combining the servo motor and a servo amplifier with a larger capacity as well as
the one with the same capacity as that of the servo motor.the one with the same capacity as that of the servo motor.

2. 2. Compatible with both 200 V and 400 VCompatible with both 200 V and 400 V

A servo motor which is compatible with 400 V as standard can be driven by a 200 V servo amplifier.A servo motor which is compatible with 400 V as standard can be driven by a 200 V servo amplifier.
If satisfactory operation can be performed with the torque characteristics of the combination with a 200 V servo amplifier, theIf satisfactory operation can be performed with the torque characteristics of the combination with a 200 V servo amplifier, the
capacity of the servo amplifier can be reduced.capacity of the servo amplifier can be reduced.



1.51.5 Features of Servo Motor HK SeriesFeatures of Servo Motor HK Series

3. 3. Equipped with a 26-bit resolution battery-less absolute position encoderEquipped with a 26-bit resolution battery-less absolute position encoder

The resolution has been increased to 26 bits (67108864 pulses per revolution).The resolution has been increased to 26 bits (67108864 pulses per revolution).
Adoption of a battery-less absolute position encoder has eliminated the need for a battery to retain the absolute position data.Adoption of a battery-less absolute position encoder has eliminated the need for a battery to retain the absolute position data.
The battery replacement and stock control are not required.The battery replacement and stock control are not required.
The absolute position system is explained in Chapter 5.The absolute position system is explained in Chapter 5.

4. 4. Single connectorSingle connector

The HK-KT/MT series and some of the HK-RT series use the single connector which combines the servo motor power supply,The HK-KT/MT series and some of the HK-RT series use the single connector which combines the servo motor power supply,
encoder, and electromagnetic brake into a single cable.encoder, and electromagnetic brake into a single cable.
The one-touch lock makes wiring easy.The one-touch lock makes wiring easy.
Depending on the wiring condition, the single/dual cable type can be selected.Depending on the wiring condition, the single/dual cable type can be selected.



1.61.6 Engineering SoftwareEngineering Software

1.6.11.6.1 Drive System Sizing Software MotorizerDrive System Sizing Software Motorizer

MELSOFT Motorizer is software that provides available motor options according to the entered information on theMELSOFT Motorizer is software that provides available motor options according to the entered information on the
configuration, specifications, and operation patterns of the machine.configuration, specifications, and operation patterns of the machine.
In addition to the AC servo, the inverter and sensorless servo can be selected.In addition to the AC servo, the inverter and sensorless servo can be selected.
This software also supports multi-axis selection, enabling you to select the capacities of the simple converter and powerThis software also supports multi-axis selection, enabling you to select the capacities of the simple converter and power
regeneration common converter.regeneration common converter.

The software and instructions can be downloaded at the Mitsubishi Electric The software and instructions can be downloaded at the Mitsubishi Electric FA WebsiteFA Website..



1.6.21.6.2 MR Configurator2MR Configurator2

MELSOFT MR Configurator2 is software that supports all the phases of the servo amplifier from the startup to maintenance.MELSOFT MR Configurator2 is software that supports all the phases of the servo amplifier from the startup to maintenance.
It facilitates the parameter setting, monitor display, test operation, servo tuning, and other operations.It facilitates the parameter setting, monitor display, test operation, servo tuning, and other operations.
The servo assistant function allows even beginners to use the most appropriate functions for their operation procedure.The servo assistant function allows even beginners to use the most appropriate functions for their operation procedure.

In this course, this software is used for explaining the parameter setting and gain adjustment.In this course, this software is used for explaining the parameter setting and gain adjustment.

MR Configurator2 is bundled with MELSOFT GX Works3.MR Configurator2 is bundled with MELSOFT GX Works3.
Anyone who purchased MELSOFT iQ Works, GX Works2, MT Works2, EM Software Development Kit, or CW Configurator canAnyone who purchased MELSOFT iQ Works, GX Works2, MT Works2, EM Software Development Kit, or CW Configurator can
download MR Configurator2 for free.download MR Configurator2 for free.



1.71.7 Summary of This ChapterSummary of This Chapter

In this chapter, you have learned:In this chapter, you have learned:

Servo System ConfigurationServo System Configuration

Types of Servo Amplifier MR-J5Types of Servo Amplifier MR-J5

Features of Servo Amplifier MR-J5 SeriesFeatures of Servo Amplifier MR-J5 Series

Features of Servo Motor HK SeriesFeatures of Servo Motor HK Series

Engineering SoftwareEngineering Software

Important pointsImportant points

Servo SystemServo System
ConfigurationConfiguration

A servo system consists of a servo system controller, a servo amplifier, and servo motor.A servo system consists of a servo system controller, a servo amplifier, and servo motor.

The rotation position of the servo motor is fed back to the servo amplifier by the encoder.The rotation position of the servo motor is fed back to the servo amplifier by the encoder.

It controls the servo motor to reduce the difference between the command value and current value.It controls the servo motor to reduce the difference between the command value and current value.

Types of Servo AmplifierTypes of Servo Amplifier
MR-J5MR-J5

Type G for CC-Link IE TSNType G for CC-Link IE TSN

Multi-axis type MR-J5W_ and 400 V class converter separate type MR-J5D_ are also available.Multi-axis type MR-J5W_ and 400 V class converter separate type MR-J5D_ are also available.

Type A for the general-purpose interface such as a pulse train.Type A for the general-purpose interface such as a pulse train.

Features of Servo AmplifierFeatures of Servo Amplifier
MR-J5 SeriesMR-J5 Series

Speed frequency response is 3.5 kHz.Speed frequency response is 3.5 kHz.

Various tuning functions are provided.Various tuning functions are provided.

Many useful functions are provided for preventive maintenance, predictive maintenance, and corrective maintenance.Many useful functions are provided for preventive maintenance, predictive maintenance, and corrective maintenance.

Features of Servo MotorFeatures of Servo Motor
HK SeriesHK Series

Extended combination with servo amplifiersExtended combination with servo amplifiers

Compatible with both 200 V and 400 VCompatible with both 200 V and 400 V

Equipped with a 26-bit resolution battery-less absolute position encoderEquipped with a 26-bit resolution battery-less absolute position encoder

Single connectorSingle connector

Engineering SoftwareEngineering Software Drive System Sizing Software Motorizer allows you to select the capacities including the motor driven by the inverterDrive System Sizing Software Motorizer allows you to select the capacities including the motor driven by the inverter

as well as the servo.as well as the servo.

MELSOFT MR Configurator2 is software that supports all the phases of the servo amplifier from the startup toMELSOFT MR Configurator2 is software that supports all the phases of the servo amplifier from the startup to

maintenance.maintenance.



Chapter 2Chapter 2 Installation and WiringInstallation and Wiring

This chapter describes the wiring. For sake of simplicity, some wiring may be omitted in each wiring diagram.This chapter describes the wiring. For sake of simplicity, some wiring may be omitted in each wiring diagram.
Be sure to read the user's manual of the model used to perform wiring correctly.Be sure to read the user's manual of the model used to perform wiring correctly.

2.12.1 Installation of Servo AmplifierInstallation of Servo Amplifier

Install the servo amplifier in the cabinet.Install the servo amplifier in the cabinet.
The following dimensions and precautions must be observed.The following dimensions and precautions must be observed.

(1) MR-J5-A/MR-J5-G(1) MR-J5-A/MR-J5-G

■Installation of one servo amplifier■Installation of one servo amplifier ■Installation of two or more servo amplifiers■Installation of two or more servo amplifiers

<Precautions><Precautions>

Install the servo amplifier right side up.Install the servo amplifier right side up.

Keep the ambient temperature within 0 °C to 60 °C. When the temperature exceeds 55 °C, circulate air so that the air at theKeep the ambient temperature within 0 °C to 60 °C. When the temperature exceeds 55 °C, circulate air so that the air at the
top and bottom of the servo amplifier does not stagnate.top and bottom of the servo amplifier does not stagnate.

Use the servo amplifiers in the specified environmental conditions, such as vibration and altitude.Use the servo amplifiers in the specified environmental conditions, such as vibration and altitude.

Provide an adequate protection to prevent the following matter from entering the servo amplifier: conductive matter such asProvide an adequate protection to prevent the following matter from entering the servo amplifier: conductive matter such as
screws and metal fragments, and combustible matter such as oil.screws and metal fragments, and combustible matter such as oil.

When installing the cabinet in a place where toxic gas, dirt, and dust exist, conduct an air purge (force clean air into theWhen installing the cabinet in a place where toxic gas, dirt, and dust exist, conduct an air purge (force clean air into the
cabinet from outside to make the internal pressure higher than the external pressure) to prevent such materials from enteringcabinet from outside to make the internal pressure higher than the external pressure) to prevent such materials from entering
the cabinet.the cabinet.

For availability of close installation of the servo amplifier, check the specifications of the servo amplifier.For availability of close installation of the servo amplifier, check the specifications of the servo amplifier.

When installing servo amplifiers in close to each other, leave a clearance of 1 mm between the adjacent servo amplifiers inWhen installing servo amplifiers in close to each other, leave a clearance of 1 mm between the adjacent servo amplifiers in
consideration of installation tolerances.consideration of installation tolerances.
When installing servo amplifiers in this manner, keep the ambient temperature within 0 °C to 45 °C, or use the servoWhen installing servo amplifiers in this manner, keep the ambient temperature within 0 °C to 45 °C, or use the servo
amplifiers with 75% or less of the effective load ratio.amplifiers with 75% or less of the effective load ratio.

When servo amplifiers are installed in close to each other, the servo amplifier on the right must have a larger depth than thatWhen servo amplifiers are installed in close to each other, the servo amplifier on the right must have a larger depth than that
on the left. Otherwise, the CNP1, CNP2, and CNP3 connectors cannot be removed.on the left. Otherwise, the CNP1, CNP2, and CNP3 connectors cannot be removed.



2.12.1 Installation of Servo AmplifierInstallation of Servo Amplifier

(2) MR-J5W-G(2) MR-J5W-G

■Installation of one servo amplifier■Installation of one servo amplifier ■Installation of two or more servo amplifiers■Installation of two or more servo amplifiers

<Precautions><Precautions>

Install the servo amplifier right side up.Install the servo amplifier right side up.

Keep the ambient temperature within 0 °C to 60 °C. When the temperature exceeds 55 °C, circulate air so that the air at theKeep the ambient temperature within 0 °C to 60 °C. When the temperature exceeds 55 °C, circulate air so that the air at the
top and bottom of the servo amplifier does not stagnate.top and bottom of the servo amplifier does not stagnate.

Use the servo amplifiers in the specified environmental conditions, such as vibration and altitude.Use the servo amplifiers in the specified environmental conditions, such as vibration and altitude.

Provide an adequate protection to prevent the following matter from entering the servo amplifier: conductive matter such asProvide an adequate protection to prevent the following matter from entering the servo amplifier: conductive matter such as
screws and metal fragments, and combustible matter such as oil.screws and metal fragments, and combustible matter such as oil.

When installing the cabinet in a place where toxic gas, dirt, and dust exist, conduct an air purge (force clean air into theWhen installing the cabinet in a place where toxic gas, dirt, and dust exist, conduct an air purge (force clean air into the
cabinet from outside to make the internal pressure higher than the external pressure) to prevent such materials from enteringcabinet from outside to make the internal pressure higher than the external pressure) to prevent such materials from entering
the cabinet.the cabinet.

When installing servo amplifiers in close to each other, leave a clearance of 1 mm between the adjacent servo amplifiers inWhen installing servo amplifiers in close to each other, leave a clearance of 1 mm between the adjacent servo amplifiers in
consideration of installation tolerances.consideration of installation tolerances.
When installing servo amplifiers in this manner, keep the ambient temperature within 0 °C to 45 °C, or use the servoWhen installing servo amplifiers in this manner, keep the ambient temperature within 0 °C to 45 °C, or use the servo
amplifiers with 75% or less of the effective load ratio.amplifiers with 75% or less of the effective load ratio.



2.12.1 Installation of Servo AmplifierInstallation of Servo Amplifier

<Precautions><Precautions>

Install the converter unit and drive unit in the correct direction.Install the converter unit and drive unit in the correct direction.

To prevent malfunctions, maintain the specified clearances between the converter unit/drive unit and cabinet walls or otherTo prevent malfunctions, maintain the specified clearances between the converter unit/drive unit and cabinet walls or other
equipment.equipment.

Circulate air so that the air at the top and bottom of the converter unit and drive unit does not stagnate.Circulate air so that the air at the top and bottom of the converter unit and drive unit does not stagnate.

When using heat generating equipment, install it with full consideration of heat generation so that the converter unit andWhen using heat generating equipment, install it with full consideration of heat generation so that the converter unit and
drive unit are not affected.drive unit are not affected.

Install the converter unit and drive unit right side up on a perpendicular wall.Install the converter unit and drive unit right side up on a perpendicular wall.

Use the servo amplifiers in the specified environmental conditions, such as vibration and altitude.Use the servo amplifiers in the specified environmental conditions, such as vibration and altitude.

Provide an adequate protection to prevent the following matter from entering the converter unit and drive unit: conductiveProvide an adequate protection to prevent the following matter from entering the converter unit and drive unit: conductive
matter such as screws and metal fragments, and combustible matter such as oil.matter such as screws and metal fragments, and combustible matter such as oil.

When installing the cabinet in a place where toxic gas, dirt, and dust exist, conduct an air purge (force clean air into theWhen installing the cabinet in a place where toxic gas, dirt, and dust exist, conduct an air purge (force clean air into the
cabinet from outside to make the internal pressure higher than the external pressure) to prevent such materials from enteringcabinet from outside to make the internal pressure higher than the external pressure) to prevent such materials from entering
the cabinet.the cabinet.

MR-J5D-GMR-J5D-G

Connect the drive unit on the right of the power regeneration converter unit MR-CV_K4.Connect the drive unit on the right of the power regeneration converter unit MR-CV_K4.

(3)(3)



2.22.2 Connecting Servo Amplifier and Servo MotorConnecting Servo Amplifier and Servo Motor

Connect the servo amplifier and servo motor.Connect the servo amplifier and servo motor.
Routing the servo motor power cable and encoder cable is required. (Note)Routing the servo motor power cable and encoder cable is required. (Note)
For a servo motor with an electromagnetic brake, wire the brake as well.For a servo motor with an electromagnetic brake, wire the brake as well.

This course provides an example using optional servo motor power cable or connector set and encoder cable.This course provides an example using optional servo motor power cable or connector set and encoder cable.

You can select the right options by using FA Integrated Selection Tool on the Mitsubishi Electric FA Website.You can select the right options by using FA Integrated Selection Tool on the Mitsubishi Electric FA Website.
Click Click herehere for FA Integrated Selection Tool. for FA Integrated Selection Tool.

(Note) Depending on the type of the servo motor, the single cable type option is available that integrates the servo motor power(Note) Depending on the type of the servo motor, the single cable type option is available that integrates the servo motor power
cable, encoder cable, and electromagnetic brake cable.cable, encoder cable, and electromagnetic brake cable.



2.22.2 Connecting Servo Amplifier and Servo MotorConnecting Servo Amplifier and Servo Motor

Single connector type such as the HK-KT seriesSingle connector type such as the HK-KT series
The option to be used and wiring method differ depending on whether the wiring length exceeds 10 m or not.The option to be used and wiring method differ depending on whether the wiring length exceeds 10 m or not.

(Note)(Note)

[Important points][Important points]
For the single connector type servo motor, the single cable type option cable can be used when the wiring lengthFor the single connector type servo motor, the single cable type option cable can be used when the wiring length
does not exceed 10 m. Because the OD of this option cable is larger than the dual cable type option cable, usedoes not exceed 10 m. Because the OD of this option cable is larger than the dual cable type option cable, use
the dual cable type option cable when a smaller bend radius is required.the dual cable type option cable when a smaller bend radius is required.

(1)(1)

1. 1. Select the cable direction from the load side, opposite to the load side, and vertical. The above figure is for the opposite toSelect the cable direction from the load side, opposite to the load side, and vertical. The above figure is for the opposite to
the load side.the load side.

2. 2. For when the wiring length does not exceed 10 m, the single cable type option cable is available.For when the wiring length does not exceed 10 m, the single cable type option cable is available.
3. 3. Perform wiring in such a way that the combination of the A-/B-/C-axis is correct. The above figure is for the A-axis.Perform wiring in such a way that the combination of the A-/B-/C-axis is correct. The above figure is for the A-axis.
4. 4. Use connectors and terminal blocks that meet the required IP rating. Extension cables for the power supply should beUse connectors and terminal blocks that meet the required IP rating. Extension cables for the power supply should be

fabricated by the customer.fabricated by the customer.
The wire size differs depending on the servo motor capacity. Always refer to Rotary Servo Motor User's Manual (For MR-J5)The wire size differs depending on the servo motor capacity. Always refer to Rotary Servo Motor User's Manual (For MR-J5)
for correct wiring.for correct wiring.

5. 5. There are two options for the IP rating of the encoder relay connector: IP20 and IP65.There are two options for the IP rating of the encoder relay connector: IP20 and IP65.
Depending on which option is used, the option model name of the extension cable for the encoder differs.Depending on which option is used, the option model name of the extension cable for the encoder differs.



2.22.2 Connecting Servo Amplifier and Servo MotorConnecting Servo Amplifier and Servo Motor

Separate connector type such as the HK-ST seriesSeparate connector type such as the HK-ST series
The power cable should be fabricated by the customer using the optional connector set.The power cable should be fabricated by the customer using the optional connector set.

(Note)(Note)

(2)(2)

1. 1. The wire size to be used differs depending on the servo motor capacity. Always refer to Rotary Servo Motor User's ManualThe wire size to be used differs depending on the servo motor capacity. Always refer to Rotary Servo Motor User's Manual
(For MR-J5) for correct wiring.(For MR-J5) for correct wiring.

2. 2. Use of an optional encoder cable is recommended. When fabricating the encoder cable, use the recommended productUse of an optional encoder cable is recommended. When fabricating the encoder cable, use the recommended product
described in Rotary Servo Motor User's Manual (For MR-J5).described in Rotary Servo Motor User's Manual (For MR-J5).

3. 3. For fabricating the encoder cable, the angle type option connector is available.For fabricating the encoder cable, the angle type option connector is available.
4. 4. Perform wiring in such a way that the combination of the A-/B-/C-axis is correct. The above figure is for the A-axis.Perform wiring in such a way that the combination of the A-/B-/C-axis is correct. The above figure is for the A-axis.



2.32.3 Wiring of Power SupplyWiring of Power Supply

MR-J5-G/MR-J5-A/MR-J5W-GMR-J5-G/MR-J5-A/MR-J5W-G

Wire the power supply to the main circuit power supply (L1, L2, L3) and control circuit power supply (L11, L21) of the servoWire the power supply to the main circuit power supply (L1, L2, L3) and control circuit power supply (L11, L21) of the servo
amplifier.amplifier.
The following shows the schematic drawing for when the voltage of the power input is 200 V class. The actual wiring andThe following shows the schematic drawing for when the voltage of the power input is 200 V class. The actual wiring and
applicable wire size differ depending on the capacity. For details, refer to the user's manual (hardware) of the servo amplifier.applicable wire size differ depending on the capacity. For details, refer to the user's manual (hardware) of the servo amplifier.

Use a molded-case circuit breaker (MCCB) with the input cables of the main circuit power supply.Use a molded-case circuit breaker (MCCB) with the input cables of the main circuit power supply.
Always connect a magnetic contactor (MC) between the main circuit power supply and the L1/L2/L3 terminal of the servoAlways connect a magnetic contactor (MC) between the main circuit power supply and the L1/L2/L3 terminal of the servo
amplifier, and perform wiring so that the main circuit power supply is turned off by turning off the magnetic contactor whenamplifier, and perform wiring so that the main circuit power supply is turned off by turning off the magnetic contactor when
the alarm output (ALM) or forced stop input (EM2) becomes open.the alarm output (ALM) or forced stop input (EM2) becomes open.

(Note)(Note)
Except for when the regenerative option is used, never disconnect the lead wired between P+ and D.Except for when the regenerative option is used, never disconnect the lead wired between P+ and D.

(1)(1)

MR-J5 User's Manual (Hardware)MR-J5 User's Manual (Hardware)
3 SIGNALS AND WIRING3 SIGNALS AND WIRING

3.3 Explanation of power supply system3.3 Explanation of power supply system



2.32.3 Wiring of Power SupplyWiring of Power Supply

MR-J5D-GMR-J5D-G

Connect the power supply to the power regeneration converter unit MR-CV_K4, and connect it with the drive unit MR-J5D_-G4Connect the power supply to the power regeneration converter unit MR-CV_K4, and connect it with the drive unit MR-J5D_-G4
using the option bus bar.using the option bus bar.
The bus bar varies depending on the combination of the power regeneration converter unit and the drive unit.The bus bar varies depending on the combination of the power regeneration converter unit and the drive unit.
In addition, perform wiring for MC and wire the protection coordination cable.In addition, perform wiring for MC and wire the protection coordination cable.
For details, refer to the user's manual.For details, refer to the user's manual.

(2)(2)

MR-J5D User's Manual (Hardware)MR-J5D User's Manual (Hardware)
3 SIGNALS AND WIRING3 SIGNALS AND WIRING

3.3 Explanation of power supply system3.3 Explanation of power supply system



2.42.4 Connection with ControllerConnection with Controller

The connection with the controller varies depending on the command interface of the servo amplifier.The connection with the controller varies depending on the command interface of the servo amplifier.

CommunicationCommunication
speedspeed

Ethernet cableEthernet cable ConnectorConnector StandardStandard

1Gbps1Gbps Category 5e or higher, (double shielded/STP)Category 5e or higher, (double shielded/STP)
straight cablestraight cable RJ45 connectorRJ45 connector

Cable that meets the followingCable that meets the following
standards.standards.

IEEE802.3(1000BASE-T)IEEE802.3(1000BASE-T)

ANSI/TIA/EIA-568-BANSI/TIA/EIA-568-B
(Category5e)(Category5e)

(Note) CN1A and CN1B of the MR-J5D-G drive unit are located on the top surface of the unit.(Note) CN1A and CN1B of the MR-J5D-G drive unit are located on the top surface of the unit.

MR-J5-G/MR-J5W-G/MR-J5D-G (Note)MR-J5-G/MR-J5W-G/MR-J5D-G (Note)
The controller is connected via CC-Link IE TSN.The controller is connected via CC-Link IE TSN.
Connect the controller and servo amplifier using an Ethernet cable that meets the standards listed below.Connect the controller and servo amplifier using an Ethernet cable that meets the standards listed below.
In addition, set the station address using the rotary switches inside the cover of the display.In addition, set the station address using the rotary switches inside the cover of the display.

(1)(1)



2.42.4 Connection with ControllerConnection with Controller

MR-J5-AMR-J5-A
The command from the controller is input by pulse train input (position control) or analog voltage input (speed/torqueThe command from the controller is input by pulse train input (position control) or analog voltage input (speed/torque
control).control).
The required wiring varies depending on the controller specifications.The required wiring varies depending on the controller specifications.
Check the manual and specifications of the controller for wiring.Check the manual and specifications of the controller for wiring.

(Note)(Note)
1. It is the wiring diagram for the speed control.1. It is the wiring diagram for the speed control.
2. It can be used when the external torque limit is enabled in the parameter setting.2. It can be used when the external torque limit is enabled in the parameter setting.

(2)(2)



2.52.5 Wiring of External CircuitWiring of External Circuit

External I/O signalsExternal I/O signals
Wire the hardware stroke limit signal, forced stop input, and others as necessary.Wire the hardware stroke limit signal, forced stop input, and others as necessary.
The following figure shows an example for Type A. For actual wiring, read the user's manual (hardware) thoroughly.The following figure shows an example for Type A. For actual wiring, read the user's manual (hardware) thoroughly.
Please review equipment knowledge, safety information, and precautions before use.Please review equipment knowledge, safety information, and precautions before use.

(Note) Design the circuit so that MC is shut off when ALM turns off.(Note) Design the circuit so that MC is shut off when ALM turns off.

(1)(1)

MR-J5 User's Manual (Hardware)MR-J5 User's Manual (Hardware)
3 SIGNALS AND WIRING3 SIGNALS AND WIRING

3.2 Example I/O signal connections3.2 Example I/O signal connections



2.52.5 Wiring of External CircuitWiring of External Circuit

When using the STO function (Circuit for functional safety)When using the STO function (Circuit for functional safety)
Connect an external safety circuit to CN8.Connect an external safety circuit to CN8.
For details on the functional safety, refer to the user's manual (function).For details on the functional safety, refer to the user's manual (function).

[Important points][Important points]
When no external safety circuit is connected, do not remove the CN8 short-circuit connector supplied with theWhen no external safety circuit is connected, do not remove the CN8 short-circuit connector supplied with the
servo amplifier.servo amplifier.

(2)(2)

MR-J5 User's Manual (Function)MR-J5 User's Manual (Function)
6 FUNCTIONAL SAFETY6 FUNCTIONAL SAFETY



2.62.6 Summary of This ChapterSummary of This Chapter

In this chapter, you have learned:In this chapter, you have learned:

Installation of Servo AmplifierInstallation of Servo Amplifier

Connecting Servo Motor and Servo AmplifierConnecting Servo Motor and Servo Amplifier

Wiring of Power SupplyWiring of Power Supply

Connection with ControllerConnection with Controller

Wiring of I/O SignalsWiring of I/O Signals

Important pointsImportant points

Installation of ServoInstallation of Servo
AmplifierAmplifier

Always observe the vertical orientation and wiring allowance dimensions of the servo amplifier.Always observe the vertical orientation and wiring allowance dimensions of the servo amplifier.

The specifications may be limited depending on the temperature condition and environmental conditions.The specifications may be limited depending on the temperature condition and environmental conditions.

Connecting Servo MotorConnecting Servo Motor
and Servo Amplifierand Servo Amplifier

The wiring method of the single connector type cable varies depending on whether the wiring length exceeds 10 m orThe wiring method of the single connector type cable varies depending on whether the wiring length exceeds 10 m or

not.not.

For a servo motor whose power connector and encoder connector are separated, fabricate the power cable byFor a servo motor whose power connector and encoder connector are separated, fabricate the power cable by

yourself.yourself.
Use of an optional encoder cable is recommended.Use of an optional encoder cable is recommended.

Wiring of Power SupplyWiring of Power Supply Connect the power supply to the main circuit power supply and control circuit power supply of the servo amplifier.Connect the power supply to the main circuit power supply and control circuit power supply of the servo amplifier.

Use a molded-case circuit breaker (MCCB) with the input cables of the main circuit power supply.Use a molded-case circuit breaker (MCCB) with the input cables of the main circuit power supply.

Always connect a magnetic contactor (MC) between the main circuit power supply and the L1/L2/L3 terminal of theAlways connect a magnetic contactor (MC) between the main circuit power supply and the L1/L2/L3 terminal of the
servo amplifier, and perform wiring so that the main circuit power supply is turned off by turning off the magneticservo amplifier, and perform wiring so that the main circuit power supply is turned off by turning off the magnetic
contactor in the event of alarm occurrence or forced stop.contactor in the event of alarm occurrence or forced stop.

Connection with ControllerConnection with Controller Connect the G-type servo amplifier to the controller with an Ethernet cable that meets the CC-Link IE TSN standards.Connect the G-type servo amplifier to the controller with an Ethernet cable that meets the CC-Link IE TSN standards.

For the A-type servo amplifier, the required wiring varies depending on the command method of the controller.For the A-type servo amplifier, the required wiring varies depending on the command method of the controller.

Wiring of I/O SignalsWiring of I/O Signals Connect the hardware stroke limit and forced stop input to the servo amplifier as necessary.Connect the hardware stroke limit and forced stop input to the servo amplifier as necessary.

Connect a safety circuit to CN8. When the functional safety is not used, do not remove the short-circuit connectorConnect a safety circuit to CN8. When the functional safety is not used, do not remove the short-circuit connector
attached with the servo amplifier.attached with the servo amplifier.



Chapter 3Chapter 3 Parameter SettingParameter Setting

In this chapter and subsequent chapters, MR-J5-G/MR-J5-A will be explained unless otherwise noted.In this chapter and subsequent chapters, MR-J5-G/MR-J5-A will be explained unless otherwise noted.
For MR-J5W-G and MR-J5D-G, some parameters may be different.For MR-J5W-G and MR-J5D-G, some parameters may be different.
For details, refer to the user's manual.For details, refer to the user's manual.

3.13.1 Servo Parameter Setting MethodServo Parameter Setting Method

The parameter of the servo amplifier is called servo parameter.The parameter of the servo amplifier is called servo parameter.
The setting method of the servo parameter varies depending on the type of the servo amplifier.The setting method of the servo parameter varies depending on the type of the servo amplifier.

This course explains the setting method using MR Configurator2.This course explains the setting method using MR Configurator2.

[Important points][Important points]

For how to set the servo parameter of Type G from the controller side, refer to "MELSEC iQ-R Series Motion ModuleFor how to set the servo parameter of Type G from the controller side, refer to "MELSEC iQ-R Series Motion Module
Basics (RD78G(H)/Startup)".Basics (RD78G(H)/Startup)".

The parameters related to the functional safety can be written only from MR Configurator2.The parameters related to the functional safety can be written only from MR Configurator2.

Type A … Set the servo parameter using the push buttons on the front of the servo amplifier or MR Configurator2.Type A … Set the servo parameter using the push buttons on the front of the servo amplifier or MR Configurator2.
Type G … Set the servo parameter from the controller side via a network or using MR Configurator2.Type G … Set the servo parameter from the controller side via a network or using MR Configurator2.



3.23.2 Starting MR Configurator2Starting MR Configurator2
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3.23.2 Starting MR Configurator2Starting MR Configurator2



3.23.2 Starting MR Configurator2Starting MR Configurator2



3.23.2 Starting MR Configurator2Starting MR Configurator2



3.33.3 Example of Parameter SettingExample of Parameter Setting

Parameter No.Parameter No.
[Pr.PA01.0] indicates the first digit of the parameter No. PA01.[Pr.PA01.0] indicates the first digit of the parameter No. PA01.
[Pr.PA02.0-1] indicates the first and second digits of the parameter No. PA02.[Pr.PA02.0-1] indicates the first and second digits of the parameter No. PA02.

3.3.13.3.1 Parameters Especially Need to Be CheckedParameters Especially Need to Be Checked

Common to A and GCommon to A and G

[Pr.PA02.0-1][Pr.PA02.0-1] Regenerative option selectionRegenerative option selection Required when the regenerative option is used.Required when the regenerative option is used.

[Pr.PA14][Pr.PA14] Travel direction selectionTravel direction selection
Used to set the direction of motor rotation when the forwardUsed to set the direction of motor rotation when the forward
rotation is commanded.rotation is commanded.

Type A onlyType A only

[Pr.PA01.0][Pr.PA01.0] Control mode selectionControl mode selection
[Position/Speed/Torque][Position/Speed/Torque] Used to set the control mode.Used to set the control mode.

[Pr.PA13.0][Pr.PA13.0] Command input pulse train formCommand input pulse train form
selectionselection

Used to set the form of the command pulse train under theUsed to set the form of the command pulse train under the
position control.position control.

[Pr.PA13.1][Pr.PA13.1] Pulse train logic selectionPulse train logic selection Used to set the logic of the pulse train according to theUsed to set the logic of the pulse train according to the
controller specifications.controller specifications.

[Pr.PA.05〜07][Pr.PA.05〜07] Number of command input pulsesNumber of command input pulses
per revolution/Electronic gearper revolution/Electronic gear

Used to set the electronic gear. For details, refer to 3.3.2.Used to set the electronic gear. For details, refer to 3.3.2.

Type G only (Note)Type G only (Note)

[Pr.PD41.2][Pr.PD41.2] Limit switch enabled status selectionLimit switch enabled status selection Set this parameter to "1: Enabled only for homing mode" whenSet this parameter to "1: Enabled only for homing mode" when
using a Motion module manufactured by Mitsubishi Electric.using a Motion module manufactured by Mitsubishi Electric.

[Pr.PD41.3][Pr.PD41.3] Sensor input method selectionSensor input method selection Used to set whether to connect the limit switch to the controllerUsed to set whether to connect the limit switch to the controller
or servo amplifier.or servo amplifier.

[Pr.PT45][Pr.PT45] Homing methodHoming method
Used to set the homing method. Some other parameters (suchUsed to set the homing method. Some other parameters (such
as [Pr.PT05] Homing speed) are required to be set according toas [Pr.PT05] Homing speed) are required to be set according to
the homing method set in this parameter.the homing method set in this parameter.

Parameters required to be set or checked depending on the servo motor typeParameters required to be set or checked depending on the servo motor type

Common to A and GCommon to A and G

[Pr.PA01.1][Pr.PA01.1] Operation mode selectionOperation mode selection
Used to set the type of the servo motor used (Rotary servoUsed to set the type of the servo motor used (Rotary servo
motor/Linear servo motor/Direct drive motor).motor/Linear servo motor/Direct drive motor).

(Note) This table is for when the controller is a Motion module manufactured by Mitsubishi Electric and the PLCopen(Note) This table is for when the controller is a Motion module manufactured by Mitsubishi Electric and the PLCopen®® Motion Motion
control FB mode is used.control FB mode is used.
When the controller type is different or the Simple Motion mode isAS used, the parameters to be set are different.When the controller type is different or the Simple Motion mode isAS used, the parameters to be set are different.
For details, refer to the manual of the controller used.For details, refer to the manual of the controller used.



[Pr.PA17,18][Pr.PA17,18] Servo motor series setting/Servo motor series setting/
Servo motor type settingServo motor type setting

When a linear servo motor is used, set these parametersWhen a linear servo motor is used, set these parameters
according to the model of the linear servo motor andaccording to the model of the linear servo motor and
specifications of the encoder used. (Note)specifications of the encoder used. (Note)

[Pr.PC04.3][Pr.PC04.3]
(Type G)(Type G)
[Pr.PC22.3][Pr.PC22.3]
(Type A)(Type A)

Encoder cable communicationEncoder cable communication
method selectionmethod selection

[Pr.PL02,03][Pr.PL02,03] Linear encoder resolution settingLinear encoder resolution setting

[Pr.PC02][Pr.PC02]
(Type G)(Type G)
[Pr.PC16][Pr.PC16]
(Type A)(Type A)

Electromagnetic brake sequenceElectromagnetic brake sequence
outputoutput
(For a motor with a brake)(For a motor with a brake)

When using a servo motor with an electromagnetic brake, setWhen using a servo motor with an electromagnetic brake, set
the delay time used between the MBR output signalthe delay time used between the MBR output signal
(Electromagnetic brake interlock) shut-off and the base circuit(Electromagnetic brake interlock) shut-off and the base circuit
shut-off.shut-off.

(Note) In addition, parameters related to the magnetic pole detection must be set when a linear servo motor or direct drive motor(Note) In addition, parameters related to the magnetic pole detection must be set when a linear servo motor or direct drive motor
is used.is used.



3.3.23.3.2 Electronic GearElectronic Gear

The electronic gear is a function that multiplies a position command by a gear ratio to set the servo motor rotation or travelThe electronic gear is a function that multiplies a position command by a gear ratio to set the servo motor rotation or travel
distance to the command unit rotation or travel distance as desired.distance to the command unit rotation or travel distance as desired.
Set the electronic gear so that the position command value output from the controller matches the travel distance of theSet the electronic gear so that the position command value output from the controller matches the travel distance of the
machine.machine.



3.3.23.3.2 Electronic GearElectronic Gear

[Type G][Type G]
The electronic gear is obtained by the following formula.The electronic gear is obtained by the following formula.

When the controller is RD78G(H) or FX5-□SSC-G, the controller has the electronic gear function as well.When the controller is RD78G(H) or FX5-□SSC-G, the controller has the electronic gear function as well.
In RD78G(H) and FX5-□SSC-G, it is called the driver unit conversion numerator/denominator in the axis parameters.In RD78G(H) and FX5-□SSC-G, it is called the driver unit conversion numerator/denominator in the axis parameters.
In such a case, set the driver unit conversion numerator/denominator for the controller.In such a case, set the driver unit conversion numerator/denominator for the controller.
(It can be set by following the wizard in the engineering tool.)(It can be set by following the wizard in the engineering tool.)
For controllers without electronic gear function such as the master/local module RD71GN11-T2, set it in the parametersFor controllers without electronic gear function such as the master/local module RD71GN11-T2, set it in the parameters
[Pr.PA06/07] of the servo amplifier.[Pr.PA06/07] of the servo amplifier.

[Type A][Type A]
Set the electronic gear so that the maximum output frequency of the controller and the maximum input frequency of the servoSet the electronic gear so that the maximum output frequency of the controller and the maximum input frequency of the servo
amplifier (4 Mpps for the differential line driver) are not exceeded.amplifier (4 Mpps for the differential line driver) are not exceeded.

For the adjustment method and calculation example of the electronic gear for Type A, refer to the separate PDF.For the adjustment method and calculation example of the electronic gear for Type A, refer to the separate PDF.
It can be downloaded from the following link.It can be downloaded from the following link.

Electronic gear calculation exampleElectronic gear calculation example

[Important points][Important points]
The setting is different for the linear servo motor.The setting is different for the linear servo motor.
For details, refer to Chapter 6 and PDF.For details, refer to Chapter 6 and PDF.



3.43.4 Operating MR Configurator2Operating MR Configurator2
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3.53.5 Summary of This ChapterSummary of This Chapter

In this chapter, you have learned:In this chapter, you have learned:

Servo Parameter Setting MethodServo Parameter Setting Method

Starting MR Configurator2Starting MR Configurator2

Example of Parameter SettingExample of Parameter Setting

Operating MR Configurator2Operating MR Configurator2

Important pointsImportant points

Servo Parameter SettingServo Parameter Setting
MethodMethod

For the G-type servo amplifier, set the parameter from the controller side via a network or using MR Configurator2.For the G-type servo amplifier, set the parameter from the controller side via a network or using MR Configurator2.

For the A-type servo amplifier, set the parameter using MR Configurator2 or push buttons on the front.For the A-type servo amplifier, set the parameter using MR Configurator2 or push buttons on the front.

Change the parameters related to the functional safety using MR Configurator2.Change the parameters related to the functional safety using MR Configurator2.

Starting MR Configurator2Starting MR Configurator2 Start MR Configurator2 and create a new project.Then, select the model to be used.Start MR Configurator2 and create a new project.Then, select the model to be used.

Example of ParameterExample of Parameter
SettingSetting

First, check the parameters that must be set and parameters that need to be set depending on the servo motor type.First, check the parameters that must be set and parameters that need to be set depending on the servo motor type.

Adjust the relationship between the command value from the controller and actual travel distance of the machine usingAdjust the relationship between the command value from the controller and actual travel distance of the machine using

the electronic gear parameters.the electronic gear parameters.

Operating MROperating MR
Configurator2Configurator2

In the Parameter Setting window of MR Configurator2, there are Function display and List display.Either display can beIn the Parameter Setting window of MR Configurator2, there are Function display and List display.Either display can be
used to set the parameters.used to set the parameters.

When writing the parameters to the servo amplifier, turn on the control circuit of the servo amplifier.When writing the parameters to the servo amplifier, turn on the control circuit of the servo amplifier.

Some parameters are applied when the control circuit of the servo amplifier is turned off and on.Some parameters are applied when the control circuit of the servo amplifier is turned off and on.



Chapter 4Chapter 4 Test OperationTest Operation

This chapter describes how to perform the test operation for checking the rotation direction, travel distance, and others.This chapter describes how to perform the test operation for checking the rotation direction, travel distance, and others.

<Restrictions><Restrictions>
When an absolute position detection system by DIO is configured with Type A, the test operation cannot be executed.When an absolute position detection system by DIO is configured with Type A, the test operation cannot be executed.
To execute the test operation, change the system to the incremental system.To execute the test operation, change the system to the incremental system.
The absolute position detection system is explained in Chapter 5.The absolute position detection system is explained in Chapter 5.

4.14.1 Test Operation ProcedureTest Operation Procedure

[Important points][Important points]
When a linear servo motor or direct drive motor is used, the test operation is performed after theWhen a linear servo motor or direct drive motor is used, the test operation is performed after the
execution of magnetic pole detection.execution of magnetic pole detection.
For details, refer to Chapter 6.For details, refer to Chapter 6.



4.24.2 Test Operation Using MR Configurator2Test Operation Using MR Configurator2

[Type G only][Type G only]
Before using the test operation function of MR Configurator2, change the DIP switch.Before using the test operation function of MR Configurator2, change the DIP switch.
Set SW3-1 to "ON" (upper side), and then turn on the power supply of the servo amplifier.Set SW3-1 to "ON" (upper side), and then turn on the power supply of the servo amplifier.

When the initialization is completed after the power is supplied, the display changes as shown in the figure below.When the initialization is completed after the power is supplied, the display changes as shown in the figure below.

4.2.14.2.1 JOG OperationJOG Operation

[Common to Type A and G][Common to Type A and G]
Perform the JOG operation using the test operation function of MR Configurator2.Perform the JOG operation using the test operation function of MR Configurator2.
Details are explained in the video on the next page.Details are explained in the video on the next page.



4.2.14.2.1 JOG OperationJOG Operation
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4.2.14.2.1 JOG OperationJOG Operation



4.2.24.2.2 Checking I/O SignalsChecking I/O Signals

[Common to Type A and G][Common to Type A and G]
You can check whether the external I/O signals connected to the servo amplifier are operating properly.You can check whether the external I/O signals connected to the servo amplifier are operating properly.

Input signal check allows you to check if the stroke limit and other signals are properly turned on and off.Input signal check allows you to check if the stroke limit and other signals are properly turned on and off.
Output signal check allows you to check if the external circuit operates properly using a tester or other means by forciblyOutput signal check allows you to check if the external circuit operates properly using a tester or other means by forcibly
turning on the external signal.turning on the external signal.

On the next two pages, you can learn the checking method with videos.On the next two pages, you can learn the checking method with videos.



4.2.24.2.2 Checking I/O SignalsChecking I/O Signals

(1) Input signal(1) Input signal
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4.2.24.2.2 Checking I/O SignalsChecking I/O Signals

(2) Output signal(2) Output signal
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4.2.34.2.3 Troubleshooting for Test OperationTroubleshooting for Test Operation

The following are troubleshooting examples for the test operation.The following are troubleshooting examples for the test operation.

<Wiring problems><Wiring problems>

Check if all the cables are properly connected.Check if all the cables are properly connected.

If there is any disconnected or loose connector, connect it again.If there is any disconnected or loose connector, connect it again.

If there is any corroded or damaged cable, replace it with a new cable.If there is any corroded or damaged cable, replace it with a new cable.

If there is a short in wiring, insulate the wiring or perform rewiring.If there is a short in wiring, insulate the wiring or perform rewiring.

<Operation problems><Operation problems>

Check that the main circuit power supply and control circuit power supply are on.Check that the main circuit power supply and control circuit power supply are on.

If the forced stop input switch has been pressed (EM2 is open), release the switch (close EM2).If the forced stop input switch has been pressed (EM2 is open), release the switch (close EM2).

When the motor does not operate in the JOG operation, check the cause with the "No Motor Rotation" function inWhen the motor does not operate in the JOG operation, check the cause with the "No Motor Rotation" function in
"Diagnosis", and take an appropriate action."Diagnosis", and take an appropriate action.

[Important points][Important points]
Although the servo motor does not rotate when the JOG operation is started without the main circuit power supplyAlthough the servo motor does not rotate when the JOG operation is started without the main circuit power supply
turned on, this may not be displayed in "No Motor Rotation".turned on, this may not be displayed in "No Motor Rotation".
In this case, a warning occurs and the JOG operation mode is disabled. However, this event is not recorded in the alarmIn this case, a warning occurs and the JOG operation mode is disabled. However, this event is not recorded in the alarm
history because it is not an alarm.history because it is not an alarm.



4.34.3 Test Operation Using a ControllerTest Operation Using a Controller

Execute the JOG operation function of the controller at low speed, and check the operation of the machine.Execute the JOG operation function of the controller at low speed, and check the operation of the machine.

For the JOG operation function of the controller, refer to the manual of the controller used.For the JOG operation function of the controller, refer to the manual of the controller used.

[Important points][Important points]
When any of the following controllers manufactured by Mitsubishi Electric is used, using the function block forWhen any of the following controllers manufactured by Mitsubishi Electric is used, using the function block for
the JOG operation facilitates the test operation.the JOG operation facilitates the test operation.

ControllerController FB nameFB name

MELSEC iQ-R seriesMELSEC iQ-R series RD78G(H) Motion moduleRD78G(H) Motion module
(PLCopen(PLCopen®®Motion control FB mode)Motion control FB mode)

Motion control FBMotion control FB
“MCv_Jog”“MCv_Jog”

RD78G(H) Motion modulRD78G(H) Motion modul
(Simple Motion mode)(Simple Motion mode)

Module FBModule FB
“M+RD78GS_JOG”“M+RD78GS_JOG”

RD75□Positioning moduleRD75□Positioning module Module FBModule FB
”M+RD75_JOG””M+RD75_JOG”

MELSEC iQ-F seriesMELSEC iQ-F series FX5-□SSC-G Motion moduleFX5-□SSC-G Motion module
(Simple Motion mode)(Simple Motion mode)

Module FBModule FB
”M+FX5SSC_JOG””M+FX5SSC_JOG”

MELSEC-Q seriesMELSEC-Q series QD75□Positioning moduleQD75□Positioning module FB library (Note)FB library (Note)
”M+D75_JOG””M+D75_JOG”MELSEC-L seriesMELSEC-L series LD75□Positioning moduleLD75□Positioning module

(Note) The FB library is required to be installed separately from GX Works2.(Note) The FB library is required to be installed separately from GX Works2.
Download the FB library from Download the FB library from herehere..



4.44.4 Summary of This ChapterSummary of This Chapter

In this chapter, you have learned:In this chapter, you have learned:

Test Operation ProcedureTest Operation Procedure

Test Operation Using MR Configurator2Test Operation Using MR Configurator2

Checking I/O SignalsChecking I/O Signals

Test Operation Using a ControllerTest Operation Using a Controller

Important pointsImportant points

Test Operation Using MRTest Operation Using MR
Configurator2Configurator2

Only for Type G, change the DIP switch before supplying the power.Only for Type G, change the DIP switch before supplying the power.

Check the rotation direction of the servo motor with the JOG operation of the test operation function of MRCheck the rotation direction of the servo motor with the JOG operation of the test operation function of MR
Configurator2.Configurator2.

Checking I/O SignalsChecking I/O Signals Check whether the external circuit of the servo amplifier is working properly.Check whether the external circuit of the servo amplifier is working properly.

Test Operation Using aTest Operation Using a
ControllerController

Execute the JOG operation function of the controller at low speed, and check that the operation is performed by theExecute the JOG operation function of the controller at low speed, and check that the operation is performed by the
command from the controller.command from the controller.



Chapter 5Chapter 5 Absolute Position Detection SystemAbsolute Position Detection System

This chapter describes the overview of the absolute position detection system and how to start up the system.This chapter describes the overview of the absolute position detection system and how to start up the system.

5.15.1 What Is Absolute Position Detection System?What Is Absolute Position Detection System?

The absolute position detection system is a function that stores the absolute position of the machine regardless of the ON/OFFThe absolute position detection system is a function that stores the absolute position of the machine regardless of the ON/OFF
status of the power supply to the controller or servo amplifier.status of the power supply to the controller or servo amplifier.
Therefore, once homing is performed at the time of machine installation, homing is not needed when power is switched onTherefore, once homing is performed at the time of machine installation, homing is not needed when power is switched on
thereafter.thereafter.
Even if a power failure or a malfunction occurs, the system can be easily restored.Even if a power failure or a malfunction occurs, the system can be easily restored.

<Restrictions><Restrictions>
The absolute position detection system cannot be used in the following cases.The absolute position detection system cannot be used in the following cases.

[Type G][Type G]

When an incremental type encoder is being usedWhen an incremental type encoder is being used

Stroke-less coordinate system for infinite positioning and others in combination with a controller other than a MitsubishiStroke-less coordinate system for infinite positioning and others in combination with a controller other than a Mitsubishi
Electric Motion moduleElectric Motion module

[Type A][Type A]

When an incremental type encoder is being usedWhen an incremental type encoder is being used

Speed control mode and torque control modeSpeed control mode and torque control mode

Stroke-less coordinate system such as for infinite positioningStroke-less coordinate system such as for infinite positioning

When electronic gear is changed after homingWhen electronic gear is changed after homing

When the absolute position detection system by DIO is used, the control switching mode (position/speed, speed/torque, andWhen the absolute position detection system by DIO is used, the control switching mode (position/speed, speed/torque, and
torque/position) cannot be used.torque/position) cannot be used.

In the absolute position detection system by DIO, the test operation cannot be executed.In the absolute position detection system by DIO, the test operation cannot be executed.
To execute the test operation, select the incremental system in [Pr. PA03].To execute the test operation, select the incremental system in [Pr. PA03].



5.25.2 Wiring of Absolute Position Detection SystemWiring of Absolute Position Detection System

Type G sends the absolute position data to controller via a network.Type G sends the absolute position data to controller via a network.
Type A sends the absolute position data to controller using the DI signal or communication function of the servo amplifier.Type A sends the absolute position data to controller using the DI signal or communication function of the servo amplifier.

(Note) For a motor without a battery-less encoder such as the direct drive motor, a battery is required.(Note) For a motor without a battery-less encoder such as the direct drive motor, a battery is required.



5.35.3 Startup of Absolute Position Detection SystemStartup of Absolute Position Detection System

The following shows the procedure for starting up the absolute position detection system.The following shows the procedure for starting up the absolute position detection system.



5.45.4 Restoration of Absolute Position DataRestoration of Absolute Position Data

The following figures show the procedure (outline) for restoring the absolute position data by transferring it to the controllerThe following figures show the procedure (outline) for restoring the absolute position data by transferring it to the controller
when the power supply is turned off and on after the startup of the absolute position detection system.when the power supply is turned off and on after the startup of the absolute position detection system.
Type G does not require any specific user operation.Type G does not require any specific user operation.
Type A requires a program for transferring the absolute position data before performing the position control.Type A requires a program for transferring the absolute position data before performing the position control.

[Type G][Type G] [Type A][Type A]

1) Transfer by DIO ([Pr.PA03.0] = 1h)1) Transfer by DIO ([Pr.PA03.0] = 1h) 2) Transfer with the communication function2) Transfer with the communication function
([Pr.PA03.0] = 2h)([Pr.PA03.0] = 2h)

(Note)(Note)
1. For details on the procedure, refer to the following manual.1. For details on the procedure, refer to the following manual.

MR-J5 User's Manual (Hardware)MR-J5 User's Manual (Hardware)
7 ABSOLUTE POSITION DETECTION SYSTEM7 ABSOLUTE POSITION DETECTION SYSTEM

7.3 Absolute position detection system by DIO [A]7.3 Absolute position detection system by DIO [A]
2. When the controller is RD75□ or FX5-20PG-□, an FB is prepared for restoring the absolute position.2. When the controller is RD75□ or FX5-20PG-□, an FB is prepared for restoring the absolute position.
3. For details on the procedure, refer to the following manual.3. For details on the procedure, refer to the following manual.

MR-J5 User's Manual (Hardware)MR-J5 User's Manual (Hardware)
7 ABSOLUTE POSITION DETECTION SYSTEM7 ABSOLUTE POSITION DETECTION SYSTEM

7.4 Absolute position detection system via communication [A]7.4 Absolute position detection system via communication [A]



5.55.5 When Absolute Position Is ErasedWhen Absolute Position Is Erased

Even when a servo motor with a battery-less absolute position encoder is used, the absolute position data is erased under theEven when a servo motor with a battery-less absolute position encoder is used, the absolute position data is erased under the
following conditions.following conditions.
If the absolute position data is erased, perform homing again.If the absolute position data is erased, perform homing again.

The servo motor or servo amplifier has been replaced.The servo motor or servo amplifier has been replaced.

The incremental system has been enabled.The incremental system has been enabled.

[Pr. PA01 Operation mode] has been changed.[Pr. PA01 Operation mode] has been changed.

If any servo motor other than the one connected when the absolute position detection system was started up is connected, [AL.If any servo motor other than the one connected when the absolute position detection system was started up is connected, [AL.
01A Servo motor combination error] occurs.01A Servo motor combination error] occurs.
In this case, operation can be performed without erasing the absolute position data by connecting the servo motor connectedIn this case, operation can be performed without erasing the absolute position data by connecting the servo motor connected
when the absolute position detection system was started up again.when the absolute position detection system was started up again.



5.65.6 Monitor of Absolute Position DataMonitor of Absolute Position Data

The absolute position data can be monitored by selecting [Monitor] → [ABS Data Display...] in MR Configurator2.The absolute position data can be monitored by selecting [Monitor] → [ABS Data Display...] in MR Configurator2.



5.75.7 Summary of This ChapterSummary of This Chapter

In this chapter, you have learned:In this chapter, you have learned:

What Is Absolute Position Detection System?What Is Absolute Position Detection System?

Wiring of Absolute Position Detection SystemWiring of Absolute Position Detection System

Startup of Absolute Position Detection SystemStartup of Absolute Position Detection System

Restoration of Absolute Position DataRestoration of Absolute Position Data

Monitor of Absolute Position DataMonitor of Absolute Position Data

Important pointsImportant points

What Is Absolute PositionWhat Is Absolute Position
Detection System?Detection System?

The absolute position detection system is a function for always detecting and storing the absolute position of theThe absolute position detection system is a function for always detecting and storing the absolute position of the

machine regardless of the ON/OFF status of the power supply to the controller or servo amplifier.machine regardless of the ON/OFF status of the power supply to the controller or servo amplifier.

Wiring of Absolute PositionWiring of Absolute Position
Detection SystemDetection System

When a servo motor with a battery-less encoder is used, no battery is required to retain the absolute position data.When a servo motor with a battery-less encoder is used, no battery is required to retain the absolute position data.

Type A requires wiring and programing for transferring the absolute position data.Type A requires wiring and programing for transferring the absolute position data.

Startup of AbsoluteStartup of Absolute
Position Detection SystemPosition Detection System

Change the parameter [Pr.PA03.0].Change the parameter [Pr.PA03.0].

After the parameter is changed, the alarm [AL.25 Absolute position erased] occurs when the power is cycled. Then,After the parameter is changed, the alarm [AL.25 Absolute position erased] occurs when the power is cycled. Then,

cycle the power again.cycle the power again.

Restoration of AbsoluteRestoration of Absolute
Position DataPosition Data

For Type G, the absolute position data is restored at the initial communication of the CC-Link IE TSN network.For Type G, the absolute position data is restored at the initial communication of the CC-Link IE TSN network.

For Type A, the absolute position data is restored by using the communication function or DO signal.For Type A, the absolute position data is restored by using the communication function or DO signal.

Monitor of AbsoluteMonitor of Absolute
Position DataPosition Data The absolute position data can be monitored in MR Configurator2.The absolute position data can be monitored in MR Configurator2.



Chapter 6Chapter 6 When Using Linear Servo Motor and Direct Drive MotorWhen Using Linear Servo Motor and Direct Drive Motor

When using a linear servo motor and direct drive motor, additional parameter setting and magnetic pole detection operationWhen using a linear servo motor and direct drive motor, additional parameter setting and magnetic pole detection operation
are required.are required.
This chapter mainly describes the differences from the rotary motor regarding the overview, installation, and parameter settingThis chapter mainly describes the differences from the rotary motor regarding the overview, installation, and parameter setting
of the linear servo motor and direct drive motor.of the linear servo motor and direct drive motor.

6.16.1 Features of Linear Servo Motor and Direct Drive MotorFeatures of Linear Servo Motor and Direct Drive Motor

Linear servo motorLinear servo motor
A linear servo motor is a servo motor that performs linear motion, where the primary side consists of a coil and an iron coreA linear servo motor is a servo motor that performs linear motion, where the primary side consists of a coil and an iron core
(Note) and secondary side consists of permanent magnets.(Note) and secondary side consists of permanent magnets.
(Note) Except for coreless type linear servo motors(Note) Except for coreless type linear servo motors

The linear servo motor has the following features.The linear servo motor has the following features.

(1)(1)

Because linear motion mechanisms such as ball screws are no longer needed, machines can be made smaller and moreBecause linear motion mechanisms such as ball screws are no longer needed, machines can be made smaller and more
rigid.rigid.
Because it does not have transmission mechanisms, smooth and quiet operation is available. A clean system where noBecause it does not have transmission mechanisms, smooth and quiet operation is available. A clean system where no
grease spatters can be configured.grease spatters can be configured.
By placing the magnets of the secondary sides side by side, long strokes of the moving part can be easily achieved.By placing the magnets of the secondary sides side by side, long strokes of the moving part can be easily achieved.



6.16.1 Features of Linear Servo Motor and Direct Drive MotorFeatures of Linear Servo Motor and Direct Drive Motor

Direct drive motorDirect drive motor
A direct drive motor is a servo motor for directly rotating the drive unit of a machine without using a gear reducer.A direct drive motor is a servo motor for directly rotating the drive unit of a machine without using a gear reducer.

The direct drive motor has the following features.The direct drive motor has the following features.

(2)(2)

Because no gear reducer is used, machines can be made smaller and more rigid.Because no gear reducer is used, machines can be made smaller and more rigid.
Because no loss is generated by the rattle, warp, twist, and backlash, higher precision is available.Because no loss is generated by the rattle, warp, twist, and backlash, higher precision is available.
The motor has an inner rotor with hollow shaft that allows cables and pipes to pass through.The motor has an inner rotor with hollow shaft that allows cables and pipes to pass through.



6.26.2 Precautions on Linear Servo Motor and Direct Drive MotorPrecautions on Linear Servo Motor and Direct Drive Motor

Linear servo motorLinear servo motor

Strong permanent magnets are used on the secondary side of a linear servo motor.Strong permanent magnets are used on the secondary side of a linear servo motor.
Incorrect handling can be very dangerous as it may cause serious accidents.Incorrect handling can be very dangerous as it may cause serious accidents.
When handling the product, read the user's manual of the linear servo motor thoroughly to understand theWhen handling the product, read the user's manual of the linear servo motor thoroughly to understand the
contents well and handle the product with care.contents well and handle the product with care.

Strong permanent magnets are used on the secondary side of a linear servoStrong permanent magnets are used on the secondary side of a linear servo
motor, generating magnetic attraction force constantly regardless of whether themotor, generating magnetic attraction force constantly regardless of whether the
power is on or off.power is on or off.
This magnetic attractive force is so strong that if an A4 size steel plate wereThis magnetic attractive force is so strong that if an A4 size steel plate were
completely adsorbed, the magnetic attractive force would be as much as 2.5 tons.completely adsorbed, the magnetic attractive force would be as much as 2.5 tons.

The magnetic attraction force is inversely proportional to the square of theThe magnetic attraction force is inversely proportional to the square of the
distance from the magnetic object and increases rapidly as the distance decreases.distance from the magnetic object and increases rapidly as the distance decreases.
When using the secondary side of a linear servo motor, therefore, keep iron andWhen using the secondary side of a linear servo motor, therefore, keep iron and
other magnetic materials away.other magnetic materials away.

The mounting part (yoke) side is designed to prevent leakage of magnetic flux.The mounting part (yoke) side is designed to prevent leakage of magnetic flux.

(1)(1)



6.26.2 Precautions on Linear Servo Motor and Direct Drive MotorPrecautions on Linear Servo Motor and Direct Drive Motor

Direct drive motorDirect drive motor(2)(2)

MountingMounting1)1)
Fix the direct drive motor securely on a high-rigid mounting surface.Fix the direct drive motor securely on a high-rigid mounting surface.
Fix the mounting screws of the direct drive motor securely to obtain sufficient rigidity. Poorly secured screws may comeFix the mounting screws of the direct drive motor securely to obtain sufficient rigidity. Poorly secured screws may come
off or cause vibration.off or cause vibration.
To ensure heat dissipation and accuracy, mount the direct drive motor on a high-rigid mounting surface which hasTo ensure heat dissipation and accuracy, mount the direct drive motor on a high-rigid mounting surface which has
enough heat dissipation area without gaps between the bottom of the direct drive motor and the mounting surface.enough heat dissipation area without gaps between the bottom of the direct drive motor and the mounting surface.
When coupling a load, do not give any impact, such as hitting the rotating part with a hammer.When coupling a load, do not give any impact, such as hitting the rotating part with a hammer.

OperationOperation

(Note) When the absolute position detection system is used and the magnetic pole detection is executed before the power is(Note) When the absolute position detection system is used and the magnetic pole detection is executed before the power is
supplied, passing the Z-phase is not required.supplied, passing the Z-phase is not required.

2)2)
If the direct drive motor swings at a small angle (70° or less), rotate it at least 90° once a day to prevent poor lubricationIf the direct drive motor swings at a small angle (70° or less), rotate it at least 90° once a day to prevent poor lubrication
of the internal bearings.of the internal bearings.
After power-on, the Z-phase mark of the direct drive motor must pass the connector area once. (Note)After power-on, the Z-phase mark of the direct drive motor must pass the connector area once. (Note)
In a system which prevents the direct drive motor from making a full rotation or more, install the direct drive motor in aIn a system which prevents the direct drive motor from making a full rotation or more, install the direct drive motor in a
position where the Z-phase mark can pass over the connector area.position where the Z-phase mark can pass over the connector area.
To make sure that the Z-phase mark pass the connector area, rotate the Z-phase mark ±15° or more relative to theTo make sure that the Z-phase mark pass the connector area, rotate the Z-phase mark ±15° or more relative to the
center of the connector mounting part.center of the connector mounting part.



6.36.3 Installation of Linear Servo Motor and Direct Drive MotorInstallation of Linear Servo Motor and Direct Drive Motor

Linear servo motorLinear servo motor

A linear servo motor is used with a linear encoder and linear guide as shown below.A linear servo motor is used with a linear encoder and linear guide as shown below.
For the linear encoder, select a product from our partner manufacturers.For the linear encoder, select a product from our partner manufacturers.

(1)(1)



6.36.3 Installation of Linear Servo Motor and Direct Drive MotorInstallation of Linear Servo Motor and Direct Drive Motor

Linear servo motor (continued)Linear servo motor (continued)

Install the primary and secondary sides in the following order.Install the primary and secondary sides in the following order.
Be especially careful when installing the secondary side because they have strong magnetic attraction force.Be especially careful when installing the secondary side because they have strong magnetic attraction force.

(1)(1)

Install the secondary side (except for the area where the primary side will be installed)Install the secondary side (except for the area where the primary side will be installed)

To reduce the gaps in the secondary side, follow the steps below for installation.To reduce the gaps in the secondary side, follow the steps below for installation.

After installing the primary side, install the last secondary side.After installing the primary side, install the last secondary side.

1)1)

2)2)



When installing the primary side, pay attention to the following.When installing the primary side, pay attention to the following.

To avoid danger caused by the attractive force between the primary and secondary sides generated by permanentTo avoid danger caused by the attractive force between the primary and secondary sides generated by permanent
magnets, it is recommended that the primary side be installed above the area where there is no magnet of themagnets, it is recommended that the primary side be installed above the area where there is no magnet of the
secondary side.secondary side.
If it is unavoidable to install the primary side above the secondary side, use a crane or other equipment that canIf it is unavoidable to install the primary side above the secondary side, use a crane or other equipment that can
adequately withstand the attractive force or other loads.adequately withstand the attractive force or other loads.
Even when sliding the primary side to above the secondary side after installation, be careful with attractive force as well.Even when sliding the primary side to above the secondary side after installation, be careful with attractive force as well.



6.36.3 Installation of Linear Servo Motor and Direct Drive MotorInstallation of Linear Servo Motor and Direct Drive Motor

Direct drive motorDirect drive motor

For the direct drive motor, connect a table and other loads to the rotating part (output axis) as shown in the following figure.For the direct drive motor, connect a table and other loads to the rotating part (output axis) as shown in the following figure.
Because it is necessary to check the position of the Z-phase for the magnetic pole detection, make sure that the position of theBecause it is necessary to check the position of the Z-phase for the magnetic pole detection, make sure that the position of the
Z-phase can be seen even after the loads are connected.Z-phase can be seen even after the loads are connected.
The Z-phase pulse turns on when the Z-phase marking comes near the connector.The Z-phase pulse turns on when the Z-phase marking comes near the connector.
Fix the direct drive motor securely on a high-rigid mounting surface.Fix the direct drive motor securely on a high-rigid mounting surface.
For the flange type, use the mounting pilot (protrusion at the bottom) to perform centering.For the flange type, use the mounting pilot (protrusion at the bottom) to perform centering.
For the table type, use the positioning pins to perform centering.For the table type, use the positioning pins to perform centering.

(2)(2)



6.46.4 WiringWiring

Linear servo motorLinear servo motor

The wiring varies depending on the linear encoder used.The wiring varies depending on the linear encoder used.
The options to be used and cables to be fabricated vary. For details, refer to the user's manual.The options to be used and cables to be fabricated vary. For details, refer to the user's manual.

MR-J5 Partner's Encoder User's ManualMR-J5 Partner's Encoder User's Manual
2 OPTION CABLES/CONNECTOR SETS2 OPTION CABLES/CONNECTOR SETS

(1)(1)

When connecting with a serial encoderWhen connecting with a serial encoder

(Note)(Note)

When connecting with an A/B/Z-phase differential output type encoderWhen connecting with an A/B/Z-phase differential output type encoder
* For the servo amplifier, MR-J5-□-RJ is used.* For the servo amplifier, MR-J5-□-RJ is used.

1)1)

1. 1. The above shows the case in which an option branch cable is used.The above shows the case in which an option branch cable is used.
2. 2. In the absolute position detection system, the absolute position data is backed up with the linear encoder.In the absolute position detection system, the absolute position data is backed up with the linear encoder.

Therefore, there is no need to attach a battery for the encoder to the servo amplifier.Therefore, there is no need to attach a battery for the encoder to the servo amplifier.

2)2)



6.46.4 WiringWiring

Direct drive motorDirect drive motor

The wiring varies depending on whether the absolute position detection system is used or not.The wiring varies depending on whether the absolute position detection system is used or not.
The power cable and encoder cable should be fabricated by the customer using the optional connector set.The power cable and encoder cable should be fabricated by the customer using the optional connector set.

(2)(2)

When using the absolute position detection systemWhen using the absolute position detection system

When not using the absolute position detection systemWhen not using the absolute position detection system

1)1)

2)2)



6.56.5 Parameter SettingParameter Setting

6.5.16.5.1 Required parametersRequired parameters

When using a linear servo motor or direct drive motor, setting the following parameters is required in addition to the onesWhen using a linear servo motor or direct drive motor, setting the following parameters is required in addition to the ones
described in 3.3.described in 3.3.

Common to linear servo motor and direct drive motorCommon to linear servo motor and direct drive motor

[Pr.PA01.1][Pr.PA01.1] Operation mode selectionOperation mode selection
Set it to "4" (Linear servo motor control mode) or "6"Set it to "4" (Linear servo motor control mode) or "6"
(Direct drive motor control mode).(Direct drive motor control mode).

[Pr.PL01.0][Pr.PL01.0] Servo motor magnetic pole detection selectionServo motor magnetic pole detection selection
Set the parameters related to the magnetic poleSet the parameters related to the magnetic pole
detection.detection.
For details, refer to 6.6.For details, refer to 6.6.

[Pr.PL08.0][Pr.PL08.0] Magnetic pole detection method selectionMagnetic pole detection method selection

[Pr.PL08.2][Pr.PL08.2] Magnetic pole detection - Stroke limitMagnetic pole detection - Stroke limit
enabled/disabled selectionenabled/disabled selection

* In addition, some other parameters need to be set depending on the magnetic pole detection method.* In addition, some other parameters need to be set depending on the magnetic pole detection method.

Linear servo motorLinear servo motor

[Pr.PA17][Pr.PA17] Servo motor series settingServo motor series setting Set the model of the linear servoSet the model of the linear servo
motor.motor.[Pr.PA18][Pr.PA18] Servo motor type settingServo motor type setting

[Pr.PC04.3][Pr.PC04.3]
(Type G)(Type G)
[Pr.PC22.3][Pr.PC22.3]
(Type A)(Type A)

Encoder cable communication method selectionEncoder cable communication method selection

Set it according to the specifications ofSet it according to the specifications of
the linear encoder.the linear encoder.

[Pr.PC17.1][Pr.PC17.1] Linear encoder multipoint Z-phase input - Function selectionLinear encoder multipoint Z-phase input - Function selection

[Pr.PC27.0][Pr.PC27.0] Encoder pulse count polarity selection (Travel direction selection atEncoder pulse count polarity selection (Travel direction selection at
a positive direction command)a positive direction command)

[Pr.PC27.2][Pr.PC27.2] ABZ phase input interface encoder ABZ phase connectionABZ phase input interface encoder ABZ phase connection
assessment function selectionassessment function selection

[Pr.PL02][Pr.PL02] Linear encoder resolution setting - NumeratorLinear encoder resolution setting - Numerator

[Pr.PL03][Pr.PL03] Linear encoder resolution setting - DenominatorLinear encoder resolution setting - Denominator



6.5.26.5.2 Electronic GearElectronic Gear

Linear servo motorLinear servo motor

For a linear servo motor, set both the resolution and electronic gear of the linear encoder used.For a linear servo motor, set both the resolution and electronic gear of the linear encoder used.

[Type G][Type G]
The electronic gear is obtained by the following formula.The electronic gear is obtained by the following formula.

When the controller is RD78G(H) or FX5-□SSC-G, set the driver unit conversion numerator/denominator in the axis parameters.When the controller is RD78G(H) or FX5-□SSC-G, set the driver unit conversion numerator/denominator in the axis parameters.
(It can be set by following the wizard in the engineering tool.)(It can be set by following the wizard in the engineering tool.)
The servo amplifier parameters [Pr. PA06/07] are not required to be set. Leave the initial values as 1/1.The servo amplifier parameters [Pr. PA06/07] are not required to be set. Leave the initial values as 1/1.
For controllers without electronic gear function such as the master/local module RD71GN11-T2, set it in the parametersFor controllers without electronic gear function such as the master/local module RD71GN11-T2, set it in the parameters
[Pr.PA06/07] (Electronic gear numerator/denominator) of the servo amplifier.[Pr.PA06/07] (Electronic gear numerator/denominator) of the servo amplifier.

[Type A][Type A]
Calculation examples are provided in the separate PDF that can be downloaded in 3.3.2.Calculation examples are provided in the separate PDF that can be downloaded in 3.3.2.
Refer to the PDF.Refer to the PDF.

(1)(1)



6.5.26.5.2 Electronic GearElectronic Gear

Direct drive motorDirect drive motor

Usually, [deg] is used as the unit.Usually, [deg] is used as the unit.

Set the magnification according to the command unit as shown in the following table.Set the magnification according to the command unit as shown in the following table.

Command unitCommand unit 1[deg]1[deg] 0.1[deg]0.1[deg] 0.01[deg]0.01[deg] 0.001[deg]0.001[deg] 0.0001[deg]0.0001[deg] 0.00001[deg]0.00001[deg]

MagnificationMagnification 11 1010 100100 10001000 1000010000 100000100000

[Type G][Type G]
When the controller is RD78G(H) in the PLCopenWhen the controller is RD78G(H) in the PLCopen®® Motion control FB mode, set [Driver unit conversion Motion control FB mode, set [Driver unit conversion
numerator/denominator] in the axis parameters.numerator/denominator] in the axis parameters.
In this case, set the magnification to 1. (Set the command value as a double-precision real number.)In this case, set the magnification to 1. (Set the command value as a double-precision real number.)
The servo amplifier parameters [Pr. PA06/07] are not required to be set. Leave the initial values as they are.The servo amplifier parameters [Pr. PA06/07] are not required to be set. Leave the initial values as they are.
For controllers without electronic gear function such as the master/local module RD71GN11-T2, set it in the parametersFor controllers without electronic gear function such as the master/local module RD71GN11-T2, set it in the parameters
[Pr.PA06/07] (Electronic gear numerator/denominator) of the servo amplifier.[Pr.PA06/07] (Electronic gear numerator/denominator) of the servo amplifier.

[Type A][Type A]
Calculation examples are provided in the separate PDF that can be downloaded in 3.3.2.Calculation examples are provided in the separate PDF that can be downloaded in 3.3.2.
Refer to the PDF.Refer to the PDF.

(Setting example)(Setting example)
When TM-RG2M-004E30 is used and control is performed in units of 0.001 [deg], the encoder resolution is 4194304When TM-RG2M-004E30 is used and control is performed in units of 0.001 [deg], the encoder resolution is 4194304
[pulses/rev] and magnification is 1000. Therefore, the calculation is as follows.[pulses/rev] and magnification is 1000. Therefore, the calculation is as follows.

(2)(2)



6.5.36.5.3 Example of Parameter SettingExample of Parameter Setting

The following table provides an example of parameter setting when the following models are used.The following table provides an example of parameter setting when the following models are used.

Controller: RD78G□(Note)Controller: RD78G□(Note)
Servo amplifier: MR-J5-□G(PLCopneServo amplifier: MR-J5-□G(PLCopne®® Motion control FB mode) Motion control FB mode)
Primary side of linear servo motor: LM-H3P2A-07P-BSS0Primary side of linear servo motor: LM-H3P2A-07P-BSS0
Secondary side of linear servo motor: LM-H3S20-768-BSS0Secondary side of linear servo motor: LM-H3S20-768-BSS0
Linear encoder: Absolute position serial encoder with 0.01 [μm] of resolutionLinear encoder: Absolute position serial encoder with 0.01 [μm] of resolution

(Z-phase is one pulse only, a two-wire type cable is used)(Z-phase is one pulse only, a two-wire type cable is used)

Parameter No.Parameter No. Parameter nameParameter name Setting valueSetting value

[Pr.PA01.1][Pr.PA01.1] Operation mode selectionOperation mode selection 4 (Linear servo motor control mode)4 (Linear servo motor control mode)

[Pr.PA17][Pr.PA17] Servo motor series settingServo motor series setting 000000BBh000000BBh

[Pr.PA18][Pr.PA18] Servo motor type settingServo motor type setting 00002101h00002101h

[Pr.PC04.3][Pr.PC04.3] Encoder cable communicationEncoder cable communication
method selectionmethod selection 0h (Two-wire type)0h (Two-wire type)

[Pr.PC17.1][Pr.PC17.1] Linear encoder multipoint Z-phaseLinear encoder multipoint Z-phase
input - Function selectioninput - Function selection 0h (Disabled)0h (Disabled)

[Pr.PC27.0][Pr.PC27.0]
Encoder pulse count polarityEncoder pulse count polarity
selection (Travel direction selectionselection (Travel direction selection
at a positive direction command)at a positive direction command)

0h (Encoder pulse increasing direction in linear servo motor0h (Encoder pulse increasing direction in linear servo motor
positive direction)positive direction)

[Pr.PC27.2][Pr.PC27.2]
ABZ phase input interface encoderABZ phase input interface encoder
ABZ phase connection assessmentABZ phase connection assessment
function selectionfunction selection

0h (Initial value: Disabled because the serial encoder is used)0h (Initial value: Disabled because the serial encoder is used)

[Pr.PL02][Pr.PL02] Linear encoder resolution setting -Linear encoder resolution setting -
NumeratorNumerator 11

[Pr.PL03][Pr.PL03]
Linear encoder resolution setting -Linear encoder resolution setting -
DenominatorDenominator 100100

(Note) Set the electronic gear (Driver unit conversion) on the controller side (RD78G Motion module) to 100/1.(Note) Set the electronic gear (Driver unit conversion) on the controller side (RD78G Motion module) to 100/1.



6.66.6 Startup<Magnetic Pole Detection>Startup<Magnetic Pole Detection>

When using a linear servo motor and direct drive motor, operation to detect the relative position of the magnet and winding, orWhen using a linear servo motor and direct drive motor, operation to detect the relative position of the magnet and winding, or
magnetic pole detection, is required.magnetic pole detection, is required.
In an incremental system, the magnetic pole detection is executed every time the power is supplied.In an incremental system, the magnetic pole detection is executed every time the power is supplied.
In an absolute position detection system, the magnetic pole detection is executed at the first servo-on.In an absolute position detection system, the magnetic pole detection is executed at the first servo-on.
This section describes the startup procedure including the magnetic pole detection.This section describes the startup procedure including the magnetic pole detection.

6.6.16.6.1 Starting Up a Linear Servo MotorStarting Up a Linear Servo Motor

The following figure shows the procedure for starting up a linear servo motor.The following figure shows the procedure for starting up a linear servo motor.

[Common to Type A and G][Common to Type A and G]



6.6.26.6.2 Starting Up a Direct Drive MotorStarting Up a Direct Drive Motor

The procedure for starting up the direct drive motor differs depending on the servo amplifier type.The procedure for starting up the direct drive motor differs depending on the servo amplifier type.

[Type G][Type G] [Type A][Type A]

(Note) When manually turning on the Z-phase pulse of the direct drive motor, connect the encoder and servo amplifier,(Note) When manually turning on the Z-phase pulse of the direct drive motor, connect the encoder and servo amplifier,
turn on the control circuit power supply, and pay close attention to safety.turn on the control circuit power supply, and pay close attention to safety.



6.6.26.6.2 Starting Up a Direct Drive MotorStarting Up a Direct Drive Motor

The procedure for starting up the direct drive motor differs depending on the servo amplifier type.The procedure for starting up the direct drive motor differs depending on the servo amplifier type.

[Type G][Type G] [Type A][Type A]

(Note) When manually turning on the Z-phase pulse of the direct drive motor, connect the encoder and servo amplifier,(Note) When manually turning on the Z-phase pulse of the direct drive motor, connect the encoder and servo amplifier,
turn on the control circuit power supply, and pay close attention to safety.turn on the control circuit power supply, and pay close attention to safety.



6.6.36.6.3 Magnetic Pole DetectionMagnetic Pole Detection

Methods for magnetic pole detectionMethods for magnetic pole detection
There are the following two magnetic pole detection methods. Each of them has advantages and disadvantages.There are the following two magnetic pole detection methods. Each of them has advantages and disadvantages.

Magnetic poleMagnetic pole
detectiondetection
methodmethod

AdvantageAdvantage DisadvantageDisadvantage

PositionPosition
detectiondetection
methodmethod
(Initial value)(Initial value)

MinuteMinute
positionposition
detectiondetection
methodmethod

Criteria for selecting the magnetic pole detection methodCriteria for selecting the magnetic pole detection method

Procedure for magnetic pole detection methodProcedure for magnetic pole detection method
The magnetic pole detection is required to be performed multiple times while adjusting some parameters such as [Pr. PL09]The magnetic pole detection is required to be performed multiple times while adjusting some parameters such as [Pr. PL09]
Magnetic pole detection voltage level. The procedure varies depending on the motor type, servo amplifier type, and magneticMagnetic pole detection voltage level. The procedure varies depending on the motor type, servo amplifier type, and magnetic
pole detection method. Always read the following manual to check the correct procedure.pole detection method. Always read the following manual to check the correct procedure.

MR-J5 User's Manual (Hardware)MR-J5 User's Manual (Hardware)
10 USING A LINEAR SERVO MOTOR10 USING A LINEAR SERVO MOTOR
oror
11 USING A DIRECT DRIVE MOTOR11 USING A DIRECT DRIVE MOTOR

(1)(1)

The magnetic pole detectionThe magnetic pole detection
has a high degree of accuracy.has a high degree of accuracy.
The adjustment procedure atThe adjustment procedure at
the magnetic pole detection isthe magnetic pole detection is
simple.simple.

1.1.

2.2.
The travel distance at the magnetic pole detection is long.The travel distance at the magnetic pole detection is long.
For equipment with small friction, the initial magnetic poleFor equipment with small friction, the initial magnetic pole
detection error may occur.detection error may occur.

1.1.
2.2.

The travel distance at theThe travel distance at the
magnetic pole detection ismagnetic pole detection is
short.short.
Even for equipment with smallEven for equipment with small
friction, the magnetic polefriction, the magnetic pole
detection is available.detection is available.

1.1.

2.2.

The adjustment procedure at the magnetic pole detection isThe adjustment procedure at the magnetic pole detection is
complex.complex.
If a disturbance occurs during the magnetic pole detection,If a disturbance occurs during the magnetic pole detection,
[AL. 027 Initial magnetic pole detection error] may occur.[AL. 027 Initial magnetic pole detection error] may occur.

1.1.

2.2.

(2)(2)
In the position detection method, the linear servo motor and direct drive motor move when the magnetic pole detection isIn the position detection method, the linear servo motor and direct drive motor move when the magnetic pole detection is
started.started.
The moving direction is indefinite. Therefore, not to move the machine at the time of magnetic pole detection, use theThe moving direction is indefinite. Therefore, not to move the machine at the time of magnetic pole detection, use the
minute position detection method.minute position detection method.
For the minute position detection method, the load to motor mass ratio or load to motor inertia ratio is required in theFor the minute position detection method, the load to motor mass ratio or load to motor inertia ratio is required in the
parameter setting for the magnetic pole detection.parameter setting for the magnetic pole detection.
If these values are unknown, use the position detection method. Once the magnetic pole detection is performed using theIf these values are unknown, use the position detection method. Once the magnetic pole detection is performed using the
position detection method and the load to motor mass ratio or load to motor inertia ratio value estimated by auto-tuningposition detection method and the load to motor mass ratio or load to motor inertia ratio value estimated by auto-tuning
or other means is used, the minute position detection method can be used thereafter.or other means is used, the minute position detection method can be used thereafter.

(3)(3)



6.76.7 Summary of This ChapterSummary of This Chapter

In this chapter, you have learned:In this chapter, you have learned:

Features of Linear Servo Motor and Direct Drive MotorFeatures of Linear Servo Motor and Direct Drive Motor

Precautions on Linear Servo Motor and Direct Drive MotorPrecautions on Linear Servo Motor and Direct Drive Motor

Installation of Linear Servo Motor and Direct Drive MotorInstallation of Linear Servo Motor and Direct Drive Motor

WiringWiring

Parameter SettingParameter Setting

Startup<Magnetic Pole Detection>Startup<Magnetic Pole Detection>

Important pointsImportant points

Features of Linear ServoFeatures of Linear Servo
Motor and Direct DriveMotor and Direct Drive
MotorMotor

Linear servo motors and direct drive motors are directly connected to machines. Because linear motion mechanisms suchLinear servo motors and direct drive motors are directly connected to machines. Because linear motion mechanisms such
as ball screws and reducers are no longer needed, machines can be made smaller and more rigid.as ball screws and reducers are no longer needed, machines can be made smaller and more rigid.

Precautions on LinearPrecautions on Linear
Servo Motor and DirectServo Motor and Direct
Drive MotorDrive Motor

On the secondary side of a linear servo motor, strong permanent magnets are used. Pay close attention to theOn the secondary side of a linear servo motor, strong permanent magnets are used. Pay close attention to the

magnetic attraction force.magnetic attraction force.

Fix the direct drive motor securely on a rigid surface to ensure accuracy and heat dissipation and prevent vibration.Fix the direct drive motor securely on a rigid surface to ensure accuracy and heat dissipation and prevent vibration.

Installation of Linear ServoInstallation of Linear Servo
Motor and Direct DriveMotor and Direct Drive
MotorMotor

When using a linear servo motor, install the primary side above the area where there is no magnet of the secondaryWhen using a linear servo motor, install the primary side above the area where there is no magnet of the secondary

side to avoid danger caused by the attractive force.side to avoid danger caused by the attractive force.

When using a direct drive motor, make sure that the Z-phase position can be checked even after the load is mounted.When using a direct drive motor, make sure that the Z-phase position can be checked even after the load is mounted.

WiringWiring When using an A/B/Z-phase linear encoder, use MR-J5-RJ.When using an A/B/Z-phase linear encoder, use MR-J5-RJ.

When a direct drive motor is used in an absolute position detection system, a battery and absolute position storageWhen a direct drive motor is used in an absolute position detection system, a battery and absolute position storage

unit are required.unit are required.

Parameter SettingParameter Setting When using a linear servo motor, set the model of the motor to be used and the specifications of the linear encoder inWhen using a linear servo motor, set the model of the motor to be used and the specifications of the linear encoder in
parameters.parameters.

Setting parameters related to the magnetic pole detection is required when a linear servo motor or direct drive motorSetting parameters related to the magnetic pole detection is required when a linear servo motor or direct drive motor
is used.is used.

Startup<Magnetic PoleStartup<Magnetic Pole
Detection>Detection>

Performing the magnetic pole detection is required at the first servo-on.In an absolute position detection system, thePerforming the magnetic pole detection is required at the first servo-on.In an absolute position detection system, the

magnetic pole detection is not required thereafter.magnetic pole detection is not required thereafter.

The magnetic pole detection operation has the position detection method and minute position detection method.The magnetic pole detection operation has the position detection method and minute position detection method.



Chapter 7Chapter 7 Gain AdjustmentGain Adjustment

7.17.1 Gain Adjustment TypeGain Adjustment Type

There are following types of gain adjustment.There are following types of gain adjustment.

(1)Available when using the amplifier alone(1)Available when using the amplifier alone

Adjustment functionAdjustment function OutlineOutline

Quick tuningQuick tuning
Use this function to prioritize reduction of the overshoot rather than shortening the settlingUse this function to prioritize reduction of the overshoot rather than shortening the settling
time.time.
An adjustment is enabled without the positioning operation.An adjustment is enabled without the positioning operation.

Auto tuning mode 1Auto tuning mode 1

Use this function to adjust the machine while checking the response waveform when theUse this function to adjust the machine while checking the response waveform when the
load to motor inertia ratio of the device is unknown.load to motor inertia ratio of the device is unknown.
Also, use this function when the load to motor inertia ratio of a machine varies duringAlso, use this function when the load to motor inertia ratio of a machine varies during
operation.operation.

Auto tuning mode 2Auto tuning mode 2
Use this function to adjust the machine while checking the response waveform when theUse this function to adjust the machine while checking the response waveform when the
load to motor inertia ratio of the device is known.load to motor inertia ratio of the device is known.

2 gain adjustment2 gain adjustment
mode 1mode 1
(Interpolation mode)(Interpolation mode)

Use this function for auto tuning a machine that requires path accuracy improvement, suchUse this function for auto tuning a machine that requires path accuracy improvement, such
as an XY table or a tandem mechanism, and to suppress inter-axis interference.as an XY table or a tandem mechanism, and to suppress inter-axis interference.

2 gain adjustment2 gain adjustment
mode 2mode 2

Use this function to adjust settling time and overshoot amount after one-touch tuning.Use this function to adjust settling time and overshoot amount after one-touch tuning.

One-touch tuningOne-touch tuning
(Controller command(Controller command
method)method)

Use this function to adjust the gain while operating the machine by commands from theUse this function to adjust the gain while operating the machine by commands from the
controller.controller.
Use this function to reduce the settling time within the commanded In-position range.Use this function to reduce the settling time within the commanded In-position range.

(2) Available in combination with MR Configurator2(2) Available in combination with MR Configurator2

Adjustment functionAdjustment function OutlineOutline

One-touch tuningOne-touch tuning
(Amplifier command(Amplifier command
method)method)

Use this function to prioritize time reduction of settling and gain adjustment over overshootUse this function to prioritize time reduction of settling and gain adjustment over overshoot
suppression.suppression.
To generate an optimum command inside the servo amplifier and perform one-touch tuning,To generate an optimum command inside the servo amplifier and perform one-touch tuning,
simply input a travel distance that avoids collision with the machine (a permissible travelsimply input a travel distance that avoids collision with the machine (a permissible travel
distance) when driving the servo motor on MR Configurator2.distance) when driving the servo motor on MR Configurator2.

This course explains quick tuning and one-touch tuning (amplifier command method).This course explains quick tuning and one-touch tuning (amplifier command method).
The following compares their performance and simplicity.The following compares their performance and simplicity.

PerformancePerformance
Quick tuning < One-touch tuningQuick tuning < One-touch tuning

One-touch tuning requires shorter settling time.One-touch tuning requires shorter settling time.

SimplicitySimplicity Quick tuning > One-touch tuningQuick tuning > One-touch tuning
Quick tuning takes about 300 [ms] to complete adjustment.Quick tuning takes about 300 [ms] to complete adjustment.

Perform quick tuning for quick gain adjustment, and perform one-touch tuning to reduce the settling time.Perform quick tuning for quick gain adjustment, and perform one-touch tuning to reduce the settling time.



7.27.2 Quick TuningQuick Tuning

Overview of quick tuningOverview of quick tuning

When quick tuning is started, the servo amplifier applies vibration torque instantly, then adjusts each gain and the machineWhen quick tuning is started, the servo amplifier applies vibration torque instantly, then adjusts each gain and the machine
resonance suppression filter by using the response from that excitation.resonance suppression filter by using the response from that excitation.
The maximum vibration torque that can be applied is 60 % of the rated torque. However, the vibration torque is limited by theThe maximum vibration torque that can be applied is 60 % of the rated torque. However, the vibration torque is limited by the
torque limit value when the torque limit value is less than 60 % of the rated torque. The adjustment takes about 300 [ms].torque limit value when the torque limit value is less than 60 % of the rated torque. The adjustment takes about 300 [ms].
When magnetic pole detection is executed, quick tuning will be started after the magnetic pole detection.When magnetic pole detection is executed, quick tuning will be started after the magnetic pole detection.
Once gain adjustment by quick tuning is complete, the gain can be changed as in the manual mode.Once gain adjustment by quick tuning is complete, the gain can be changed as in the manual mode.
In addition, the load to motor inertia ratio will be always estimated as in auto tuning mode 1 after gain adjustment.In addition, the load to motor inertia ratio will be always estimated as in auto tuning mode 1 after gain adjustment.

The following servo parameters are adjusted automatically in quick tuning.The following servo parameters are adjusted automatically in quick tuning.

No.No. SymbolSymbol NameName Setting value after gain adjustmentSetting value after gain adjustment

PB01PB01 FILTFILT
Adaptive tuning modeAdaptive tuning mode
(adaptive filter II)(adaptive filter II) Automatic settingAutomatic setting

PB06PB06 GD2GD2 Load to motor inertia ratio/load toLoad to motor inertia ratio/load to
motor mass ratiomotor mass ratio

The setting value is set depending on the response waveformThe setting value is set depending on the response waveform
during servo motor driving after gain adjustment.during servo motor driving after gain adjustment.

PB07PB07 PG1PG1 Model control gainModel control gain

Automatic settingAutomatic setting
PB08PB08 PG2PG2 Position control gainPosition control gain

PB09PB09 VG2VG2 Speed control gainSpeed control gain

PB10PB10 VICVIC Speed integral compensationSpeed integral compensation

PB11PB11 VDCVDC Speed differential compensationSpeed differential compensation Initial valueInitial value

PB13PB13 NH1NH1 Machine resonance suppressionMachine resonance suppression
filter 1filter 1

Automatic settingAutomatic setting
PB14PB14 NHQ1NHQ1 Notch shape selection 1Notch shape selection 1

PB15PB15 NH2NH2 Machine resonance suppressionMachine resonance suppression
filter 2filter 2

PB16PB16 NHQ2NHQ2 Notch shape selection 2Notch shape selection 2

PB18PB18 LPFLPF Low-pass filter settingLow-pass filter setting Initial valueInitial value

PB23.1PB23.1 ── Low-pass filter selectionLow-pass filter selection 11

PB50PB50 NH5NH5 Machine resonance suppressionMachine resonance suppression
filter 5filter 5 Automatic settingAutomatic setting

PB51PB51 NHQ5NHQ5 Notch shape selection 5Notch shape selection 5

(1)(1)

PE41PE41 EOP3EOP3 Function selection E-3Function selection E-3 Initial valueInitial value



7.27.2 Quick tuningQuick tuning

Execution method of quick tuningExecution method of quick tuning
The following shows the procedure for quick tuning.The following shows the procedure for quick tuning.
On the next page, the operation of quick tuning is explained in the video.On the next page, the operation of quick tuning is explained in the video.

(2)(2)



7.27.2 Quick tuningQuick tuning

Operation example of quick tuningOperation example of quick tuning(3)(3)



7.27.2 Quick tuningQuick tuning

Operation example of quick tuningOperation example of quick tuning(3)(3)



7.27.2 Quick tuningQuick tuning

Operation example of quick tuningOperation example of quick tuning(3)(3)



7.27.2 Quick tuningQuick tuning

Operation example of quick tuningOperation example of quick tuning(3)(3)



7.27.2 Quick tuningQuick tuning

Operation example of quick tuningOperation example of quick tuning(3)(3)



7.27.2 Quick tuningQuick tuning

Operation example of quick tuningOperation example of quick tuning(3)(3)



7.27.2 Quick tuningQuick tuning

Operation example of quick tuningOperation example of quick tuning(3)(3)



7.37.3 One-touch tuningOne-touch tuning

Overview of one-touch tuningOverview of one-touch tuning

Use this function to prioritize time reduction of settling and gain adjustment over overshoot suppression.Use this function to prioritize time reduction of settling and gain adjustment over overshoot suppression.
It adjusts the servo gain including the machine resonance suppression filter, advanced vibration suppression control II, and theIt adjusts the servo gain including the machine resonance suppression filter, advanced vibration suppression control II, and the
robust filter.robust filter.

The responsiveness of one-touch adjustment can be selected from three levels. First, execute it in the basic mode.The responsiveness of one-touch adjustment can be selected from three levels. First, execute it in the basic mode.
For a low-rigid machine such as a belt driving system, one-touch adjustment in the low mode is suitable.For a low-rigid machine such as a belt driving system, one-touch adjustment in the low mode is suitable.
For a high-rigid machine such as a ball screw driving system, performing one-touch adjustment in the high mode reduces theFor a high-rigid machine such as a ball screw driving system, performing one-touch adjustment in the high mode reduces the
settling time.settling time.

The following servo parameters are adjusted automatically in one-touch tuning.The following servo parameters are adjusted automatically in one-touch tuning.
[Pr. PA08.0 Gain adjustment mode selection] is set to "4" (2 gain adjustment mode 2) automatically.[Pr. PA08.0 Gain adjustment mode selection] is set to "4" (2 gain adjustment mode 2) automatically.
Other servo parameters are set to an optimum value in accordance with the setting of [Pr. PA09 Auto tuning response].Other servo parameters are set to an optimum value in accordance with the setting of [Pr. PA09 Auto tuning response].

Servo parameterServo parameter SymbolSymbol NameName

PA08PA08 ATUATU Auto tuning modeAuto tuning mode

PA09PA09 RSPRSP Auto tuning responseAuto tuning response

PA24PA24 AOP4AOP4 Function selection A-4Function selection A-4

PB01PB01 FILTFILT Adaptive tuning mode (adaptive filter II)Adaptive tuning mode (adaptive filter II)

PB02PB02 VRFTVRFT Vibration suppression control tuning mode (advanced vibration suppressionVibration suppression control tuning mode (advanced vibration suppression
control II)control II)

PB03PB03 PSTPST Torque feedback loop gain (position smoothing)Torque feedback loop gain (position smoothing)

PB06PB06 GD2GD2 Load to motor inertia ratio/load to motor mass ratioLoad to motor inertia ratio/load to motor mass ratio

PB07PB07 PG1PG1 Model control gainModel control gain

PB08PB08 PG2PG2 Position control gainPosition control gain

PB09PB09 VG2VG2 Speed control gainSpeed control gain

PB10PB10 VICVIC Speed integral compensationSpeed integral compensation

PB12PB12 OVAOVA Overshoot amount compensationOvershoot amount compensation

PB13PB13 NH1NH1 Machine resonance suppression filter 1Machine resonance suppression filter 1

PB14PB14 NHQ1NHQ1 Notch shape selection 1Notch shape selection 1

PB15PB15 NH2NH2 Machine resonance suppression filter 2Machine resonance suppression filter 2

PB16PB16 NHQ2NHQ2 Notch shape selection 2Notch shape selection 2

PB17PB17 NHFNHF Shaft resonance suppression filterShaft resonance suppression filter

PB18PB18 LPFLPF Low-pass filter settingLow-pass filter setting

PB19PB19 VRF11VRF11 Vibration suppression control 1 - Vibration frequencyVibration suppression control 1 - Vibration frequency

PB20PB20 VRF12VRF12 Vibration suppression control 1 - Resonance frequencyVibration suppression control 1 - Resonance frequency

PB21PB21 VRF13VRF13 Vibration suppression control 1 - Vibration frequency dampingVibration suppression control 1 - Vibration frequency damping

PB22PB22 VRF14VRF14 Vibration suppression control 1 - Resonance frequency dampingVibration suppression control 1 - Resonance frequency damping

PB23PB23 VFBFVFBF Low-pass filter selectionLow-pass filter selection

PB46PB46 NH3NH3 Machine resonance suppression filter 3Machine resonance suppression filter 3

(1)(1)



PB47PB47 NHQ3NHQ3 Notch shape selection 3Notch shape selection 3

PB48PB48 NH4NH4 Machine resonance suppression filter 4Machine resonance suppression filter 4

PB49PB49 NHQ4NHQ4 Notch shape selection 4Notch shape selection 4

PB51PB51 NHQ5NHQ5 Notch shape selection 5Notch shape selection 5

PB52PB52 VRF21VRF21 Vibration suppression control 2 - Vibration frequencyVibration suppression control 2 - Vibration frequency

PB53PB53 VRF22VRF22 Vibration suppression control 2 - Resonance frequencyVibration suppression control 2 - Resonance frequency

PB54PB54 VRF23VRF23 Vibration suppression control 2 - Vibration frequency dampingVibration suppression control 2 - Vibration frequency damping

PB55PB55 VRF24VRF24 Vibration suppression control 2 - Resonance frequency dampingVibration suppression control 2 - Resonance frequency damping

PE41PE41 EOP3EOP3 Function selection E-3Function selection E-3

Servo parameterServo parameter SSymbolymbol NameName



7.37.3 One-touch tuningOne-touch tuning

Execution method one-touch tuningExecution method one-touch tuning

The following shows the procedure for one-touch tuning with the amplifier command method.The following shows the procedure for one-touch tuning with the amplifier command method.
On the next page, the operation of one-touch tuning is explained in the video.On the next page, the operation of one-touch tuning is explained in the video.
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Operation example of one-touch tuningOperation example of one-touch tuning(3)(3)
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7.47.4 Summary of This ChapterSummary of This Chapter

In this chapter, you have learned:In this chapter, you have learned:

Gain Adjustment TypeGain Adjustment Type

Quick tuningQuick tuning

One-touch tuningOne-touch tuning

Important pointsImportant points

Gain Adjustment TypeGain Adjustment Type The following adjustment functions are available when the servo amplifier is used alone: Quick tuning, auto tuningThe following adjustment functions are available when the servo amplifier is used alone: Quick tuning, auto tuning
mode 1, auto tuning mode 2, 2 gain adjustment mode 1, 2 gain adjustment mode 2, and one-touch tuning (controllermode 1, auto tuning mode 2, 2 gain adjustment mode 1, 2 gain adjustment mode 2, and one-touch tuning (controller
command method).command method).

The following adjustment function is available in combination with MR Configurator2: One-touch tuning (amplifierThe following adjustment function is available in combination with MR Configurator2: One-touch tuning (amplifier

command method).command method).

Perform quick tuning for quick gain adjustment, and perform one-touch tuning to reduce the settling time.Perform quick tuning for quick gain adjustment, and perform one-touch tuning to reduce the settling time.

Quick tuningQuick tuning In quick tuning, vibration torque is applied at the first servo-on. From the response at this time, each gain andIn quick tuning, vibration torque is applied at the first servo-on. From the response at this time, each gain and

resonance suppression filter are adjusted.resonance suppression filter are adjusted.

To maintain the gain after the execution of quick tuning, set the load to motor inertia ratio monitor mode in which theTo maintain the gain after the execution of quick tuning, set the load to motor inertia ratio monitor mode in which the

load to motor inertia ratio is always estimated.load to motor inertia ratio is always estimated.

One-touch tuningOne-touch tuning When one-touch adjustment with the amplifier command method is executed from MR Confiturator2, the servo motorWhen one-touch adjustment with the amplifier command method is executed from MR Confiturator2, the servo motor
starts reciprocating.starts reciprocating.

From the response at this time, each gain and resonance suppression filter are adjusted.From the response at this time, each gain and resonance suppression filter are adjusted.

The settling time is shorter than that of quick tuning.The settling time is shorter than that of quick tuning.

The responsiveness of one-touch adjustment can be selected from three levels.The responsiveness of one-touch adjustment can be selected from three levels.



TestTest Final TestFinal Test

Now that you have completed all of the lessons of the Now that you have completed all of the lessons of the MELSERVO Basic (MR-J5)MELSERVO Basic (MR-J5) Course, you are ready to take the final test. If Course, you are ready to take the final test. If
you are unclear on any of the topics covered, please take this opportunity to review those topics.you are unclear on any of the topics covered, please take this opportunity to review those topics.

There are a total of 6 questions (12 items) in this Final Test.There are a total of 6 questions (12 items) in this Final Test.

You can take the final test as many times as you like.You can take the final test as many times as you like.

Score resultsScore results

The number of correct answers, the number of questions, the percentage of correct answers, and the pass/fail result will appearThe number of correct answers, the number of questions, the percentage of correct answers, and the pass/fail result will appear
on the score page.on the score page.



TestTest Final Test 1Final Test 1

Regarding the installation and wiring of the servo amplifier, select the correct answer(s). (Multiple selections are available)Regarding the installation and wiring of the servo amplifier, select the correct answer(s). (Multiple selections are available)

  

Always observe the mounting direction of the servo amplifier and dimensions of the wiringAlways observe the mounting direction of the servo amplifier and dimensions of the wiring
allowance.allowance.

Even if multiple servo amplifiers are closely mounted, their performance does not change.Even if multiple servo amplifiers are closely mounted, their performance does not change.

To the main circuit power supply input of the servo amplifier, connect either of a molded-caseTo the main circuit power supply input of the servo amplifier, connect either of a molded-case
circuit breaker (MCCB) or magnetic contactor (MC).circuit breaker (MCCB) or magnetic contactor (MC).

Connect external circuits such as the stroke limit to CN3, and connect functional safety circuitsConnect external circuits such as the stroke limit to CN3, and connect functional safety circuits
such as the STO signal to CN8.such as the STO signal to CN8.



TestTest Final Test 2Final Test 2

RReeggaarrddiinngg  tthhee  ppaarraammeetteerr  sseettttiinngg  ofof  aa  sseerrvvo o aammpplliiffiieerr,,  sseelleecctt  tthhee  ccororrreecctt  worwordd  fforor  ((  ))  iinn  tthhee  ffololllowiowinngg  sseenntteenncceess..

SSeett  tthhee  ppaarraammeetteerrss  ofof  TTyyppee  AA  uussiinngg  ((QQ11))  oror  MMR R CCononffiigguurraattoror22..

TThhee  eelleeccttrrononiicc  ggeeaarr  ffuunnccttiionon  iiss  fforor  aaddjjuussttiinngg  tthhee  rreellaattiiononsshhiipp  bbeettweweeenn  tthhee  ppososiittiionon  ccomommmaanndd  vvaalluuee  aanndd  ttrraavveell  ddiissttaannccee  ofof  tthhee
mmaacchhiinnee  aass  sshhownown  iinn  tthhee  ffololllowiowinngg  fforormmuullaa..

QQ11

QQ22

QQ33

-- Select ---- Select --

-- Select ---- Select --

-- Select ---- Select --

Q1:

Q2:

Q3:

• 1：Push button switches on the front of the servo amplifier
• 2：From the controller via the network

• 1：Travel distance of the machine
• 2：Position command value

• 1：Travel distance of the machine
• 2：Position command value



TestTest Final Test 3Final Test 3

Regarding the test operation, select the correct word for ( ) in the following sentences.Regarding the test operation, select the correct word for ( ) in the following sentences.

The test operation of MR-J5 is performed in the order of (Q1), (Q2), and (Q3).The test operation of MR-J5 is performed in the order of (Q1), (Q2), and (Q3).
Execute (Q2) at low speed, and check the rotation direction of the servo motor and travel direction of the machine.Execute (Q2) at low speed, and check the rotation direction of the servo motor and travel direction of the machine.
Using the (Q4) function, check the operation such as whether MC is shut off when the ALM signal turns off (0 V).Using the (Q4) function, check the operation such as whether MC is shut off when the ALM signal turns off (0 V).
With the (Q5) function, check that the wiring of stroke limit or others is correct.With the (Q5) function, check that the wiring of stroke limit or others is correct.

Q1Q1

Q2Q2

Q3Q3

Q4Q4

Q5Q5

-- Select ---- Select --

-- Select ---- Select --

-- Select ---- Select --

-- Select ---- Select --

-- Select ---- Select --

Q1:

Q2:

Q3:

• 1：JOG operation from MR Congfigurator2
• 2：Test operation by commands from the controller
• 3：Power supply or servo motor wiring

• 1：JOG operation from MR Congfigurator2
• 2：Test operation by commands from the controller
• 3：Power supply or servo motor wiring

• 1：JOG operation from MR Congfigurator2
• 2：Test operation by commands from the controller
• 3：Power supply or servo motor wiring

• 1：External output signal (DO) forced output
• 2：I/O monitor display
• 3：Motor-less operation

• 1：External output signal (DO) forced output
• 2：I/O monitor display
• 3：Motor-less operation

Q4:

Q5:



TestTest Final Test 4Final Test 4

Regarding the absolute position detection system, select the correct answer(s). (Multiple selections are available)Regarding the absolute position detection system, select the correct answer(s). (Multiple selections are available)

  

When a servo motor with a battery-less encoder such as an HK motor is used, no battery isWhen a servo motor with a battery-less encoder such as an HK motor is used, no battery is
required to retain the absolute position data.required to retain the absolute position data.

At the startup of an absolute position detection system, the alarm "AL.25 AbsoluteAt the startup of an absolute position detection system, the alarm "AL.25 Absolute
position erased" occurs when the power supply is turned on for the first time after theposition erased" occurs when the power supply is turned on for the first time after the
absolute position detection system is enabled in the parameter setting. Cycling the powerabsolute position detection system is enabled in the parameter setting. Cycling the power
clears the alarm.clears the alarm.

Type G requires wiring and programing for transferring the absolute position data.Type G requires wiring and programing for transferring the absolute position data.



TestTest Final Test 5Final Test 5

Regarding the use of a linear servo motor and direct drive motor, select the correct answer(s). (Multiple selections are available)Regarding the use of a linear servo motor and direct drive motor, select the correct answer(s). (Multiple selections are available)

  

Before using a linear servo motor or direct drive motor, the magnetic pole detection is required.Before using a linear servo motor or direct drive motor, the magnetic pole detection is required.

For both the linear servo motor and direct drive motor, no battery is required to retain theFor both the linear servo motor and direct drive motor, no battery is required to retain the
absolute position data.absolute position data.

Since linear servo motors use strong permanent magnets, magnetic materials should be keptSince linear servo motors use strong permanent magnets, magnetic materials should be kept
away from them.away from them.

When using a direct drive motor, make sure that the position of the Z-phase can be checked.When using a direct drive motor, make sure that the position of the Z-phase can be checked.

If the direct drive motor swings at a small angle, rotate it at least one revolution once a week.If the direct drive motor swings at a small angle, rotate it at least one revolution once a week.



TestTest Final Test 6Final Test 6

Regarding the gain adjustment, select the correct answer(s). (Multiple selections are available)Regarding the gain adjustment, select the correct answer(s). (Multiple selections are available)

  

When quick tuning is executed, vibration torque is applied to the servo motor.When quick tuning is executed, vibration torque is applied to the servo motor.

For quick tuning, the acceleration/deceleration operation is required.For quick tuning, the acceleration/deceleration operation is required.

Performing one-touch tuning reduces the settling time.Performing one-touch tuning reduces the settling time.

For one-touch turning, the response mode cannot be selected.For one-touch turning, the response mode cannot be selected.



TestTest Final Test 1Final Test 1

Regarding the installation and wiring of the servo amplifier, select the correct answer(s). (Multiple selections are available)Regarding the installation and wiring of the servo amplifier, select the correct answer(s). (Multiple selections are available)

  

Always observe the mounting direction of the servo amplifier and dimensions of the wiringAlways observe the mounting direction of the servo amplifier and dimensions of the wiring
allowance.allowance.

Even if multiple servo amplifiers are closely mounted, their performance does not change.Even if multiple servo amplifiers are closely mounted, their performance does not change.

To the main circuit power supply input of the servo amplifier, connect either of a molded-caseTo the main circuit power supply input of the servo amplifier, connect either of a molded-case
circuit breaker (MCCB) or magnetic contactor (MC).circuit breaker (MCCB) or magnetic contactor (MC).

Connect external circuits such as the stroke limit to CN3, and connect functional safety circuitsConnect external circuits such as the stroke limit to CN3, and connect functional safety circuits
such as the STO signal to CN8.such as the STO signal to CN8.



TestTest Final Test 2Final Test 2

Regarding the parameter setting of a servo amplifier, select the correct word for ( ) in the following sentences.Regarding the parameter setting of a servo amplifier, select the correct word for ( ) in the following sentences.

Set the parameters of Type A using (Q1) or MR Configurator2.Set the parameters of Type A using (Q1) or MR Configurator2.

The electronic gear function is for adjusting the relationship between the position command value and travel distance of theThe electronic gear function is for adjusting the relationship between the position command value and travel distance of the
machine as shown in the following formula.machine as shown in the following formula.

Q1Q1

Q2Q2

Q3Q3

Push button switches on the front of the servo amplifierPush button switches on the front of the servo amplifier

Position command valuePosition command value

Travel distance of the machineTravel distance of the machine

Q1:

Q2:

Q3:

• 1：Push button switches on the front of the servo amplifier
• 2：From the controller via the network

• 1：Travel distance of the machine
• 2：Position command value

• 1：Travel distance of the machine
• 2：Position command value



TestTest Final Test 3Final Test 3

Regarding the test operation, select the correct word for ( ) in the following sentences.Regarding the test operation, select the correct word for ( ) in the following sentences.

The test operation of MR-J5 is performed in the order of (Q1), (Q2), and (Q3).The test operation of MR-J5 is performed in the order of (Q1), (Q2), and (Q3).
Execute (Q2) at low speed, and check the rotation direction of the servo motor and travel direction of the machine.Execute (Q2) at low speed, and check the rotation direction of the servo motor and travel direction of the machine.
Using the (Q4) function, check the operation such as whether MC is shut off when the ALM signal turns off (0 V).Using the (Q4) function, check the operation such as whether MC is shut off when the ALM signal turns off (0 V).
With the (Q5) function, check that the wiring of stroke limit or others is correct.With the (Q5) function, check that the wiring of stroke limit or others is correct.

Q1Q1

Q2Q2

Q3Q3

Q4Q4

Q5Q5

Power supply or servo motor wiringPower supply or servo motor wiring

JOG operation from MR Congfigurator2JOG operation from MR Congfigurator2

Test operation by commands from the controllerTest operation by commands from the controller

External output signal (DO) forced outputExternal output signal (DO) forced output

I/O monitor displayI/O monitor display

Q1:

Q2:

Q3:

• 1：JOG operation from MR Congfigurator2
• 2：Test operation by commands from the controller
• 3：Power supply or servo motor wiring

• 1：JOG operation from MR Congfigurator2
• 2：Test operation by commands from the controller
• 3：Power supply or servo motor wiring

• 1：JOG operation from MR Congfigurator2
• 2：Test operation by commands from the controller
• 3：Power supply or servo motor wiring

• 1：External output signal (DO) forced output
• 2：I/O monitor display
• 3：Motor-less operation

• 1：External output signal (DO) forced output
• 2：I/O monitor display
• 3：Motor-less operation

Q4:

Q5:



TestTest Final Test 4Final Test 4

Regarding the absolute position detection system, select the correct answer(s). (Multiple selections are available)Regarding the absolute position detection system, select the correct answer(s). (Multiple selections are available)

  

When a servo motor with a battery-less encoder such as an HK motor is used, no battery isWhen a servo motor with a battery-less encoder such as an HK motor is used, no battery is
required to retain the absolute position data.required to retain the absolute position data.

At the startup of an absolute position detection system, the alarm "AL.25 AbsoluteAt the startup of an absolute position detection system, the alarm "AL.25 Absolute
position erased" occurs when the power supply is turned on for the first time after theposition erased" occurs when the power supply is turned on for the first time after the
absolute position detection system is enabled in the parameter setting. Cycling the powerabsolute position detection system is enabled in the parameter setting. Cycling the power
clears the alarm.clears the alarm.

Type G requires wiring and programing for transferring the absolute position data.Type G requires wiring and programing for transferring the absolute position data.



TestTest Final Test 5Final Test 5

Regarding the use of a linear servo motor and direct drive motor, select the correct answer(s). (Multiple selections are available)Regarding the use of a linear servo motor and direct drive motor, select the correct answer(s). (Multiple selections are available)

  

Before using a linear servo motor or direct drive motor, the magnetic pole detection is required.Before using a linear servo motor or direct drive motor, the magnetic pole detection is required.

For both the linear servo motor and direct drive motor, no battery is required to retain theFor both the linear servo motor and direct drive motor, no battery is required to retain the
absolute position data.absolute position data.

Since linear servo motors use strong permanent magnets, magnetic materials should be keptSince linear servo motors use strong permanent magnets, magnetic materials should be kept
away from them.away from them.

When using a direct drive motor, make sure that the position of the Z-phase can be checked.When using a direct drive motor, make sure that the position of the Z-phase can be checked.

If the direct drive motor swings at a small angle, rotate it at least one revolution once a week.If the direct drive motor swings at a small angle, rotate it at least one revolution once a week.



TestTest Final Test 6Final Test 6

Regarding the gain adjustment, select the correct answer(s). (Multiple selections are available)Regarding the gain adjustment, select the correct answer(s). (Multiple selections are available)

  

When quick tuning is executed, vibration torque is applied to the servo motor.When quick tuning is executed, vibration torque is applied to the servo motor.

For quick tuning, the acceleration/deceleration operation is required.For quick tuning, the acceleration/deceleration operation is required.

Performing one-touch tuning reduces the settling time.Performing one-touch tuning reduces the settling time.

For one-touch turning, the response mode cannot be selected.For one-touch turning, the response mode cannot be selected.
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You have completed the Final Test. You results area as follows.You have completed the Final Test. You results area as follows.
To end the Final Test, proceed to the next page.To end the Final Test, proceed to the next page.
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You have completed the You have completed the "MELSERVO Basic (MR-J5)""MELSERVO Basic (MR-J5)" Course. Course.

Thank you for taking this course.Thank you for taking this course.

We hope you enjoyed the lessons and the information you acquired in this course is useful for configuringWe hope you enjoyed the lessons and the information you acquired in this course is useful for configuring
systems in the future.systems in the future.

You can review the course as many times as you want.You can review the course as many times as you want.
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